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The study of the Foraminifera is by no means new. Con-
cerning this group of the Protozoa, literature embracing 
numerous phases from descriptions of species to explanations 
of life cycles and evolutionary development may be found. 
iii 
until tb.e last few years, however, but little detailed investi-
gation has been made of the micro-fauna of the various 
geologic horizons • . There have been published one bulletin and 
several short articles based on the foraminifera of the Cre-
taceous formations in Texas. A few short papers dealing with 
the faunule of some of the Pennsylvanian formations in this 
state have appeared within the last year and an excellent 
bulletin on the foraminifera of the Midway formation is ob-
tainable. I'b.e need for more extensive -rmrk on the micro-
organisms of the Upper Cretaceous in Texas has been apparent 
for a long time and it was with that need in view that I chose 
my subject. 
Uy purpose shall be two-fold; first, to describe and 
figure as many foraminifera of the Webberville formation as 
are fairly common, or which are especially diagnostic of 
that formation; and, second, to attempt to place important 
forms in the beds with as much exactness as present knowledge 
permits. 
I wish to express special appreciation to Professor F. 
L. Whitney of the Department of Geology in the University of 
'fexas, under whose direction this thesis has been prepared, 
and who has given valuable advice as well as aid in securing 
samples and in photographing foraminifera. 
Many of the photographs were taken from the following 
books: Foraminifera of the Midway Formation in Texas, by 
Helen Jeanne Plwmner; Foraminifera of the Cretaceous of 
Central Texas, by Dorothy Ogden Carsey; Contributions from 
the Cushman Laboratory~ Foraminiferal Research. 
lbrough tb..e kindness of Jr. E. H. Sellards, who allowed 
me the use of tb..e library of the Bureau 0£ Economic Geology, 
I was enabled to ccnsult several valuable old publication!> 
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To Robert H. Cuyler I am indebted for helpful suggestions 
concerning the identification of several specimens and the 
preparation of Slides for the preservation of the collection. 
I wish also to thank David c. Harrell who helped me to 
secure samples from the upper beds of the '!iebberville 
formation. 
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i:x: 
INTR ODUCT IO:r;f 
The uppermost beds of the Cretaceous in Texas, known as 
the Webberviile formation in the vicinity of Austin, are com-
posed largely of dark blue-grey and black clay marls. Much 
sand, some sandstone layers, and impure limestone are to be 
found in the upper portion; the amount of each diminishes un-
til little or none are found in the lower part. The sand grains 
are, in ge~eral, angular to subangular in shape, sometimes show-
ing evidence of wear. Hexagonal crystals of clear quartz, 
terminated by positive and negative rhombohedrons, are found 
rarely in the upper sandy layers. Gypsum occurs throughout the 
formation but it is especially abundant in the lower strata. 
Glauconite is not so abundant in the Webberville as in the over-
lying Midway and it does not occur at all in the underlying 
Taylor. Due to its iron content the Webberville weathers to a 
yellowish brown somewhat resembling weathered Midway clays. In 
the field the two may be difficult to distinguish where large 
fossils are absent. !iith the aid of a hand lens, however, cer-
tain large microfossils can be used to difi'erentiate between 
them. 
Good exposures of Jebberville are rare. The whole form-
ation is covered in most places with a residual soil so that 
in collecting samples extreme care must be taken in order to 
get material that is in place. A complete vertical section can-
not be obtained at any one locality. 
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Since many o:f the forms pre sent in the 7lebberville occur 
also in the Midway and in the Taylor, it is essential that the 
worker have a somewhat detailed knowledge of each of these 
formations in order that the diagnostic forms may be separated. 
In contrast to the ?lebberville the Midway is characterized 
by a dominance of species belonging to the families Lagenidae 
and Rotalidae. Diagnostic species of the Taylor formation are 
also members of these families. 
11he problem of names in the Lagenidae is one of the most 
baffling in all the families of the foraminifera. rhe members 
o:f this family represent a very plastic group so that distinct-
ions in it are much more difficult to make than in most others. 
with reference to the partially coiled and coiled forms, 
Dr. Joseph A. Cushman endeavors to keep to the genera Robulus, 
Lenticulina, Marginulina, and Saraoenaria and to fit into those 
four all the forms possible. Since it is obvious that muoh more 
time must be spent on this difficult phase of nomenclature be-
fore tb.e question can be settled, I have retained the old 
generic name, Cristellaria, for those specimens which did not, 
to my mind, fit with ease into any one of the four generic names 
with which ~r. Cushman proposes to replace Cristellaria, until 
such time as more detailed investigation can be made. 
Ninety feet of the upper portion of the Jebberville are ex-
posed in steep, low bluffs along onion Creek. Southeastward from 
Austin, in the region through which Dry Creek runs, S·Juth and 
east from Moore and Berry's store, Webberville may be collected 
in tb.e gullies formed by heavy rains. rhis area is cut by 
numerous small faults and it is, therefore, difficult to place 
any part of it in the section, but it is probably upper gebber-
Ville. Farther south, in Hays and Caldwell Counties, beginning 
in the vicinity of Niederwald and following the main road to 
.Lockhart, a fairly complete section with apparently little or no 
faulting can be secured. East and slightly north of Austin are 
other exposures of ~ebberville. Ecologically the formation is 
an open prairie except where a growth of mesquite is found. 
~hile only about one-third of the forty-five families of 
the foraminifera are represented, the Webberville clays carry a 
rich and well preserved faunule, most of which is unmineralized. 
The abundance and beauty of its tests are surpassed only by those 
of the Midway. In wealth of specimens the families Heteroheli-
cidae and Globigerinidae dominate, but in the number of different 
species the family Lagenidae excels. The families Buliminidae 
and Rotalidae also furnish considerable nwnbers. rhe upper sandY 
layers are characterized by members of the families rrochamminidae 
and .Lituolidae. ·These arenaceous forms make up almost the entire 
faunule in certain horizons. 
WllBBER VILLE SECTION FR OM A POINT BETWEEN 
NIEDERWALD AND UHLAND ro LOCKHART 
Base Barometer SJ2edometer rime 
Sta. 1 293 83.2 9:27 A.M. 
Sta. 2 250 83.29 9i40 A.J&. 
Sta. 3 225 83.90 9:47 A.M. 
Sta. 4 240 84.00 9157 A.K. 
Sta. 5 225 84.50 10:03 A.M. 
Sta. 6 250 84.75 10:10 A.M. 
Sta. 7 230 84.95 10:18 A.M. 
240 
Sta. 8 230 85.40 10:24 A.M. 
10:27 A.M. 
Sta. 9 245 85.70 10:32 A.M. 
10:39 !.M. 
Sta. 10 280 86.10 10:44 A.M. 
10:52 A.M. 
Sta. 11 290 86.50 10:55 A.M. 
Sta. 12 293 86.50 11:06 A.M. 
Sta. 13 295 86.50 11:07 A.M. 
300 11:11 A.M. 
Sta. 14 285 87.55 11:17 A.M. 
Sta. 15 240 88.40 11:26 A.M,. 
11:32 A.M. 
Sta. 16 290 88.95 11:37 A.M. 
Sta. 17 320 89.35 11:47 A.M. 
I'b.e Lockhart road was entered at the county line. 
rhe apedometer reading at this point was 83 .75 miles. 
Sta. 8. Sandstone beds. 
Sta. 9. Limestone beds and clay beds with Gry;phaea 
vesicularis, EXOgyra costata, Cuoullaea tippana, crass-
atilites sp., contained in the clays. 




St~ · I i.. 
Sta. 13. 




Clay beds (sandy). 
Clay with sandy lime and Aphrodina. 
St.e. P"'cv101.4~ Po.~e 
Sandstone beds. Dip s0 30' south. 
At the rank at the bend of the road, sand-
Sandstone beds and conglomerates. 
Sta. 16. Sandy lime beds with sandy clay wash at road 
fork to the right in the Valley. A house on the hill ahead. 
The lime rooks contain Exogpa, ostrea, etc. 
Sta. 17. Material from Tank on hill. Probably Midwa7. 
DESCRIPrroN OF TIIE SPECIES 
Family REOPH.ACIDAB 
Genus REOPH.AX Montfort, 1808 
REOPHAX rEXANA Cushman and waters 
Pl. I, fig. I 
( Ple sioty:pe- univ. of rexa.s Ge ol. Coll. 1) 
Reophax texana Cusb.man and Haters, 1927, Contrib. Cushman 
L&b. Foram. Res., Vol. II, Part IV, p. 82, pl. 10, fig. 2. 
Test elongate, tapering, extremities rounded; chambers 
full, subspherioal; sutures straight, depressed; wall coarse-
ly arenaceous, sand grains angular, little cement; usually 
brown in color; aperture terminal, central. 
Length up to 1.25 mm.; diameter 0.50 mm. 
This species is most abundant in the upper sandy layers 
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of the Nebberville, but it is folUld widely distributed through-
out the formation. it breaks easily at the sutures so that 
perfect specimens are rare. R. texana has not been reported 
from any other formation. 
1ooality: rravis Cowity, about three and one half miles 
southeast of Moore and Berry's store- Sta. 1. 
Family .AMMODISCIDAE 
Genus AMMODISCUS Reuss, 1861 
AMMODISCUS INCERI'US ( d' ()rbigny) 
Pl. I, Fig. 2 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 2) 
0,perculina incertus d'Orbigny, 1839, Foram. Cuba, p. 71, 
pl. 6, figs. 16, 17. 
Spirillina arenacea Williamson, 1858, Rec. Foram. Gr. 
Brit., p. 93, p!. 7, fig. 203. 
!rochammina incerta H. B. Brady, 1876, Challenger, Vol. 9 
(Zoo!.), p. 330, pl. 38, figs. 1-3. 
Ammodiscua incertus Sherborn and Chapman, 1889, Jour. Roy. 
Mio. soc., p. 484, pl. II, fig. 7 • 
.Ammodiscus incertus Chapman, 1892, Jour. Hoy. Mic. Soo., 
p. 326, pl. 6, fig. II. 
Ammodiscus incertus Burrows and Holland, 1897, Eroc. Geol. 
Assoc., . Vo!. 15, p. 31 • 
.Ammodiscus incertus Flint, 1899, Rpt. u. s. Nat. Mus., for 
1897, p. 278, pl. 23, fig. 2 • 
.Ammodiscus tenuis Id., 1899, Ibid., 
P• 279, pl. 23 fig. I • 
.Ammodiscus incertus Cuallman, 1910. u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, 
pt. I, p. 73, text figs. 95, i6 • 
.Ammodiscus incertus Id., 1921, u. s. Nat. M:us. Bull. 
100, Vol, IV, p. 62, pl. 5, figs. 1, 2. 
Test elliptical in outline, composed of a globular pro-
loculum and a long, slender, non-septate tube, gradually in-
creasing in diameter, coiled in a planospiral manner, bicon-
cave, periphery rounded; wall very finely arenaceous, with 
much cement, smooth; aperture simple, formed by the open end 
of the tube; white. 
Diameter up to 0.60 mm. 
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!he typical round discoidal test is rare in the Webber-
ville but peripherally compressed specimens are moderately com-
mon. Both megalospheric and microspheric forms are present. 
The latter are more abundant. f::.!. incertus occurs in the Taylor 
also. Midway forms of this species are usually microspheric 
and larger than the Cretaceous specimens. In the upper portion 
of this formation they are often accompanied by Textularia 
eocaena (Gumbel) and Haplophragmoides canariensis (d'Orbigny). 
Some of the Pennsylvanian formations in Texas have yielded 
this same speoies of Ammodiscus• 
Looality: l'ra vis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle -
15 feet above the water's edge. 
Family 1IruOLIDAE 
Genus HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES Cushman, 1910 
HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES EXCAVATA Cushman and ~aters 
Pl. I, fig. 3 
(Pleaiotype- univ. of Texas Geel. Coll. 3) 
H•tl°tb.rFsides excavata Cushman and daters, 1927, Con-
r1 • shman £ab. OB'oram Res., Vol. !I, :?art IV, pp. 
82, 83, pl. 10, figs. 3 a, b. 
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Test subspherical in outline, planospiral, close-coiled, 
faintly umbilicate, thickest in the center, somewhat can-
pressed toward the periphery which is subacute, thickened, 
and Slightly lobulated; chambers depressed centrally and 
distinctly thickened at the margins, 10 visible; sutures 
straight, radial; wall very finely arenaceous, little cement; 
very light grey to white. 
Length 0.45-0.50 mm.; breadth 0.35-0.40 mm.; thickness 
0.15-0.18 mm. 
This species is characteristic of the upper Webberville. 
rt may be practically the only species present in certain 
zones while in others it may be accompanied by various other 
arenaceous forms. 
Locality: Caldwell Collllty, road from Niederwald to Lock-
hart - Sta. 14. 
HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES COMPLANATA n. sp. 
Pl. 4, fig. 1 
(Holotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 4) 
Test not canpletely involute, about one and one-half 
convolutions visible, planospiral, compressed, periphery 
subacute, Slightly lobulated; chambers numerous, indistinct 
in most specimens, averaging 10 to the last whorl, central 
portion sometimes more or less depressed, the thickened mar-
gins forming a semicircular ridge about the inner whorl on 
one side; sutures usually vague, straight, radial, Slightly 
depressed; wall of moderately coarse, angular sand grains 
and considerable cement; brown. 
Length 1.7 mm.; breadth 1.5 mm.; thickness 0.15 mm. 
!his species is found in moderate abundanoe in samples 
from the upper \1ebberville. It occurs in neither tb.e over-
lying nor tb.e underlying formations. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del VSlle-
55 feet above the water's edge. 
ll.APLOPHRAGMOIDES CONVOLUTA n. ap. 
Pl. 4, :fig. 2 
(~olotype- Univ. o:f Texas Geol. Coll. 5) 
'I 
Test planospiral, one and one-half convolutions visible, 
somewhat compressed, periphery subacute; chambers gradually 
increasing in size, 9 to 10 in the last formed wb.orl, usually 
rather indistinct; sutures straight, radial, not distinct; 
wall composed of coarse, angular sand grains with ccnsider-
able cement. 
Length 1.45 mm.; breadth o.75- o.ao mm.; thickness 0.16 
mm. 
1'he upper sandy layers of the Webberville frequently con-
tain this species. 
Locality: Travis County, about three and one-half miles 
southeast of Moore and Berry's store- Sta. 2. 
Family TEXTULARIIDAE 
Genus TEXTULARIA Defrance, 1824 
rEXTULARIA SEMICOMPLANATA Carse7 
Pl. 1, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 6} 
Textularia semicanplanata Carsey, 1926, univ. of Te»as 
Bull. 2612, p. 25, pl. 3, fig. 4. 
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rest subtriangular, laterally compressed, thickest along 
the median line, apertural and broad and straight, initial and 
bluntly pointed, margins straight, narrow, tlill; chambers 
numerous, low, broad, biserially arranged; sutures raised, 
curved slightly upward, nearly at right angles to the periphery; 
wall finely arenaceous; aperture oval, located at the base of 
the final chamber. 
Length about o.50 mm.; width at widest portion about o.40 
.!.!, semioomplanata is found sparingly throughout the Webber-
ville and in the Taylor. 
Locality! Travis County, Cllion Creek, near Del Valle-
10 feet above the water's edge. 
Family VERNEUILINID.AE 
Genus GAUDRYINA d 1 0rbigny, 1839 
GAUDRTINA BULLETA Carse;y 
Pl. 1, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 7) 
Gaudr{1na balleta Carse7t 1926, Ulliv. of Te:xas Bull. 2612, 
P• 6 1 pl. 4, fig. 4. 
rest elongate, tapering but rather stout, cylindrical 
9 
to aubc7lindrioa1 in transverse section, proximal and rounded, 
distal and more or less flattened; chambers low and broad, 
initial ones triserial, later ones, ma.king up four-fifths of 
tb.e test, biserial; sutures straight, at right angles to the 
periphery, easily discernible in the later portion but in-
distinct in the early portion; vi.all very finely arenaceous, 
smooth; aperture elongate, narrow, lying at the base of the 
final ch.amber. 
Length 0.7 nm. 
This species is sparingly common in the Webberville form-
ation. It makes up a part of the scanty faunule of th.e upper 
beds. It is also present in the raylor marl. 
Locality: Travis County, Cb.ion Creek, near Del Valle- 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
GAUDRYINA PUPOIDES d'Orbigny 
Pl. 2, fig. 1 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 8) 
Gaudryina '1:utoides d'Orbigny, 1840, Mem. Soo. Geol. France, 
ser. 1, o • IV, p. 44, pl. 4, figs. 22-24. 
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~est elongate, tapering toward the proximal end, rounded 
at the apertural end, Bligh tly compressed, ·oval in cross 
seotion, margins rounded; early chambers triserial, somewhat 
compressed to form a slight ridge on one side of the test; 
later chambers, making up four-fifths of the test, textularian, 
drooping, a little broader than high, last chamber larger th.an 
the others; sutures straight, oblique, faintly depressed, dis-
tinct in the later portion but hardly visible in the initial 
portion; wall moderately coarsely arenaceous; aperture oval, 
edges rounded, situated at the base of the final chamber. 
Length about 0.82 mm. 
5t!, pupoidee is moderately common in the Webberville, 
especially in the lower portion, as well as in the Taylor. 
It has been found in no other formation in Texas. 
Looali ty: Travis County, Chi on Creek, near Del Valle- 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
GAUDRYINA RUGOSA d'Qrbigny 
Pl. 2, fig. 2 
(Plesiotype- univ. of rexas Geol. Coll, 9) 
Gaudryina ~oaa d'Drbigny, 1840, Mem. Soc. Geol. France, 
ser. !, Vo • IV, p. 44, pl. 4, figs. 20, 21. 
Gaudr~a ry:osa Reuss, 1856, Sitz. k. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 
vo1. VII , P• 244, pl. 5, fig. 61. . 
Gaudrlin.a rjfosa Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 381~ pl. 44, 
figs. 14- • 
Gaudrtina r~osa Flint, 1899, Rpt. u. s. Nat. Mus., for 
189 , P• 8, pl. 33, fig. 3. 
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Test elongate, triangular in cross section, sometimes 
slightly twisted on the long axis, margins acute in the early 
portion, rounded in the later portion; initial chambers tri-
serial, occupying a very short portion of the test, later 
. 
ones biserial, final chamber sometimes almost central, pro-
duced and rounded; sutures oblique, depressed; wall moderately 
coarsely arenaceous; aperture small, round, at the base of the 
last chamber. 
?;ength 0.85- o.to mm. 
!his species occurs sparingly in the upper beds of the 
Webberville and has not been foim.d in any other geological 
horizon in Texas. 
Locality: Caldwell County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Loakhart- Sta. 14. 
CLAVULINA 1'RIQUE1'RA Reuss 
Pl. 2, fig. 3 
(Plesiotypes- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 10) 
Olavulina tri!Xetra Reuss, 1864, Denkschr. k • .Akad. ~iss. 
Wien, Vol. III, P• 6, pl. I, fig. I. 
~st rather large, elongate, triangular in cross section, 
microspheric form about the same width throughout, the more 
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typical megalospheric form wider toward the broadly rounded 
oral end, aboral ~nd in both obtuse, periphery tricarinate; 
chambers numerous, nar~ow, triserially arranged in the short, 
early portion, uniserial in the later portion; sutures dis-
tinct, depressed, oblique in the triserial portion, at right 
angles to the longitudinal axis and curved upward in the uni-
serial portion; wall very finely arenaceous; apertural face 
triangular; aperture terminal, central, subtriangular, slight-
ly protruding. 
From the Midway form, c. angularis d'Orbigny, c • .!:..!:. 
quetra may be distinguished by its smoother shell wall, its 
more distinct sutures, and its sharper, less broken margins. 
Tb.a Webberville carries many of this clavuline species 
distributed throughout the formation. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family :IILI OLIDAE· 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Qrbigny 
QUINQUBLOCULINA SEMINULUM (Linnaeus} 
Pl. 2 fig. :4 
(Plesiotypes- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 11) 
Ser!ula eeminulum Linnaeus, 1767, Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 
r64, No. 791. 
Quin~uelooulina seminulum d'Qrbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., 
to • VII, P• 3o3, No. 44. 
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Miliolina seminulum Williamson, 1858, Rec. Foram. Gr. Brit •• 
p. 85, pl. 7, figs. 183-185. 
Qtiinqueloculina seminulum Parker, Jones, and Brady, 1866, 
crag. Foram., Pal. soc., Vol. XIX, P• 9, pl. 3, figs. 35, 
36. 
Miliolina seminulum Brady, 1884, Cb.allenger, Vol. IX. p • 
157, pl. 5, figs. 6 a-c. 
Miliolina seminulun Heron-Allen and Earland, 1915, rrans. 
Zoo!. Soc., Vo!. Xx, p. 569, pl. 42, fig. 31. 
Quin~ueloculina seminulum Cushman, 1917, u. s. Nat. Mu.s. 
Bu 1. 71, Part vi, p. 44, pl. II. fig. 2, fig. 29 (~ext). 
Test subovate to rounded in outline, roughly triangular 
in transverse section, periphery rounded; five chambers al-
ways visible, four may be seen on one side and three on the 
other; chambers long, half a coil in length, growing longer 
with age, curved subtriangular in cross section; sutures dis-
tinct, depressed, partially filled with white cementing ma-
terial; shell smooth, clear; aperture formed by the open end 
of the last chamber, subtriangular. 
Length 0,45- o.50 mm. 
Tb.is quinqueloculine species is fairly common in the Web-
berville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del 'Valle- 35 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family rROCHAMMINIDAE 
Genus TROCHAM.1'.UNA Parker and Jones, 1860 
rROCHAMMINA DIAGONIS (Carsey) 
Pl. 2, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- univ. of rexae Gaol. Coll. 12) 
Ha~loihragmoides diagonis Carsey, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 
61 , P• 22. pl. 3, .fig. I. 
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Trochammina diagonis Cushman, 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab. 
Foram. Res., vo1. II, Part IV, p. 84, pl. 10, figs. 7 a-o. 
?est trochoid, about two and one-half conVOJ.utions visible, 
compressed, periphery subacute, distinctly lobulated; chambers 
distinct., 6 to 9 in the last whorl whicb. lies Slightly below 
the preceding one; sutures distinct, slightly curved dorsally, 
straigQt ventrally; wall arenaceous, with considerable cement. 
Diameter 0.65- 0.80 mm. 
This species is characteristic of the upper Webberville 
where it often appears as an irregular form due, probably, to 
ab.earing witl1n the formation. rt, however, has been observed 
in the ?aylor. 
Locality: Travis County, onion creek, near Del Valle- 75 
feet above the water's edge; Caldwell County, on the road from 
Niederwald to Lockhart- Sta. 14. 
TROOHAMMINA TEXANA Cushman and Waters 
Pl. 3, fig. l a, b, c 
(Plesiotype- Uhiv. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 13) 
( 
Troohammina texana cushman and Waters, 1927, Contrib. Cush-
man Lab. Foram. Res., Vol. II, Part IV, p. 85, pl. II, 
figs. 8 a-o. 
Test trochoid, compressed, dorsal side flattened, ventral 
side convex and umbilicate, periphery subacute, faintly lobu-
lated; chambers indistinct in the early portion, more distinct 
later, 6 in the last formed coil, borders thickened, centers 
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depressed dorsally, thiokest ·near the umbilicus on the ventral 
side; sutures raised Sligntly, curved dorsally, depressed, 
radial, and straight ventrally; wall finely arenaceous; smooth. 
Diameter 0.55 mm. 
There is a superficial resemblance to Haplophragmoides !!.: 
oavata Cushman a.nd Haters, also present in the arenaceous phase 
of the same formation, but this species is distinctly t:roohoid• 
rroohammina texana is typical of the sandy upper beds of 
the Webberville. It has not, as yet, been observed elsewhere. 
Locality: Travis County, union Creek, near Del Valle- 86 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family LAGENIDAE 
Genus LENTICULINA Cushman, 1927 
LENTICULIN.A ROTULATA (Lamarck} 
Pl. 3, fig.2 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 14) 
Lenticulites rotulata Lamarck, 1804, Ann. Mus., Vol. VIII, 
p 1. 6 2 , fig • ! ! • 
Cristellaria rotulata d'Qrbigny, 1840, Mam. Soc. Gaol. 
France, Ser. I, Vol. IV, p. 26, pl. 2, figs. 16-18. 
Cristellaria rotulata Parker and .Jones, 1865, Phil. Trans., 
vo1. ctV, pJ 345, pl. 13, fig. 19. 
Cristellaria rotulata H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. 
IX (Zoo1.l, p. 547, pl. 69, figs. 13 a, b. 
Cristellaria rotulata Burrows, Sherborn, and Bailey, 1890, 
Jour. Roy. Mic. soc., p. 559, pl. 10, fig. 17. 
Cristellaria rotulata Flint, 1899, .Ann. Rpt. Nat. MUs., for 
1897, p. 314, pl. 64, fig. 4. 
Cristellaria rotulata Bagg, 1901, Maryland Gaol. Survey, 
Eocene, Pi 242, pl. 63, fig. 5. 
Cristellari& rotulata Id., 1912, u. s. Geol. Survey Bull. 
513, p. 67, pl. 19, fig. 5. 
Criatellaria rotulata Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 
71, ~art III, p. 66, pl. 35, fig. 3. 
. Cristellaria rotulata ld., 
103, p. 60, pi. 22, fig. I, 
Cristellaria rotulata ld., 
Paper 129, p. 130, pl. 32, 
Cristellaria rotulata Id., 





s. Nat. Mll.S. Bull. 
s. Geol. Survey Prof. 
S • Nat • Mus. Bull • 
Cristellaria rotulata Id., 1923, 'U. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 
104, Part rv, p. Ios, pl. 22, fig. 2. 
Lenticulites rotulata Id., 1927, Contrib. Cush.man r,ab. 
Foram. Res., Vol. III, Part II, p. 124, 125. 
Lenticulina rotulata Id., 1927, contrib. Cush.man Lab. 
Foram. Res., Vol. III, Part III, p. 142. . 
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Test subcircula.r in outline, planospiral, biconvex, 
periphery subcarinate but not keeled; chambers a to 9 in the 
final convoluti~n; sutures distinct, slightly raised, curving 
acutely from the large central boss, terminating on the 
periphery in a small, clear triangle marking previous apertures; 
apertural face triangular; aperture radiate. 
Diameter 1- 1.2 mm. 
_&!. rotulata occurs rarely in the ITebberville. It is rather 
abundant in the upper Midway and in the raylor. 
Locality: Caldwell County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 2. 
LENL1ICULINA GIBHA ( d' Qrbigny} 
Pl. 3, fig. 3 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geel. Coll. 15) 
Cristellaria gitba d'Orbigny, 1826, .Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. 
VII, p. 292, o ele No. 17. 
Cristellaria gi~ga Id., 1839, Foram, Cuba, p. 63, 
pl. 7, :figs. , 21. 
Cristellaria ~l~ba H. B. Brady, 1884,, Challenger, Vol. IX, (Zool.J, p. , pl. 69, figs. 8, 9. 
Cristellaria gibba Burrows, Sherborn, and Bailey, 1890, 
Jour. Roy.Mc. Soo., p. 559, pl. 10, figs. 19 a, b. 
Oristellaria gi~~a Chapman, 1896, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., 
p. 4, pl. l, i.g. 7. 
Cristellaria gi~~a Burrows and Holland, 1897, ~roe. Geol. 
Assoc., Vol. , p. 44, pl. 2, figs. 5, 6. 
Cristellaria gi~j7 Flint, 1899, Ann. Rpt. u. s. Nat. Mus., 
for 1897, p. , pl. 64, fig. I. 
Cristellaria i!}ba Bagg, 19?1, Maryland Geol. Survey, 
Eocene, p. , pl. 63, fig. 4. 
Cristellaria ~ibl! Earland, 1905, Jour. Qllekett Mic. Club, 
Ser. 11!, Vo • , No. 57, p. 216 • 
Cristellaria gibba Bagg, 1912, u. s. Geol. Survey Bull. 
513, P• 66, pl. 19, fig. 4. 
Cristellaria gibbS Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus., Bull. 
71, Part 3, p. 9, pl. 35, fig. I. 
Oristellaria gi~ba Cushman, 1918, u. s. Geol. Survey Bull. 
676, P• id, p • 2, fig. 6. 
Cristellaria g~~~a Id., 1919, u. s. Nat. Mus., Bull. 100, 
vo1. IV, P• , pl. 45, fig. r. 
Oristellaria~ibba Id., 1923, u. s. Nat. Mus., Bull. 
io4, Part I , p. 105, pl. 25, fig. 4. 
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Test close coiled, planospiral, biconvex, completely in-
volute, Slightly compressed, somewhat triangular in outline,, 
periphery aubcarnate, angular; chambers narrow, 'I to 9 visible·; 
sutures gently curved, raised and thickened near the center 
where a node is sometimes present, tapering and less raised to-
ward the periphery where they expand in a clear triangle vtLioh 
marks previous apertures; wall smooth; apertural face convex, 
triangular; aperture radiate, slightly protruding, located at 
the extremity of the septal face. 
Diameter up to 0.85 mm. 
l!. gibba is moderately common throughout the Webberville. 
It occurs also in the Midway, Taylor, and Austin formation, 
Locality: '.LTavis Co'Wl.ty, Cllion Creek, near Del Valle, '15 
feet above the water's edge. 
CRISTELLARIA SCITULA Berthelin 
Pl. 3, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- UhiV. of Texas Geol. Coll. 16} 
Cristellaria scitula Berthelin, 1880, Mem. Soc. Geel. 
France, Ser. III, Vol. I, p. 54, pl. 3, fig. 3. 
Test elongate, flattened, initial end broadly rotm.ded, 
apertural end p·ointed. periphery acute; early chambers 
coiled, followed by 4 to 5 chambers in oblique series; sut-
ures curved, later ones often slightly elevated in the 
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center on either side and no·t always extending to the um-
bilicus, but terminating on the periphery; wall smooth; aper-
ture terminal, radiate, protruding, located at the upper 
angle of the ultimate chamber• 
Length up to o.60 mm. 
£!. scitula may be distinguished from the very similar 
species, .£:. crepidula, by its possession of fewer and wider 
chambers than the latter. 
Th.is species is found rarely throughout the Webberville 
to its base. It also characterizes upper Midway faunule so 
it is of no diagnostic importance. 
Locality: Hays and Caldwell Counties, on the road from 
Niederwald to Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
CRISTELLARIA TEXANA n. sp. 
Pl. 4, fig. 3 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 17) 
Test elongate, early portion coiled, somewhat can.pressed, 
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!ater portion more or less erect, inflated, subtriangular in 
oross section, dorsal periphery convex, subacute, ventral 
periphery concave, broad, angles rounded; chambers distinct, 
low, broad, final chamber slightly more inflated than the 
others; sutures oblique, fluehin the initial portion but often 
slightly depressed between the later chambers, terminating on 
the dorsal periphery in clear triangles marking previous aper-
tures; wall smooth; apertural face subtriangular, slightly 
convex; aperture eccentric, radiate, protruding. 
Length up to o.'15 mm. 
£.:. texana cannot be of the genus Saraoenaria, although 
it somewhat resembles !:_ italica, because of its lack of the 
proximal radiate slit in addition to the radiate aperture 
cb.araoteristic of that genus. 'rhis species very closely re-
sembles _£!. beali CUshman, found in tb.e Miocene Monterey shales 
of California, except for the absence of the angle in the 
sutures near the periphery • .£:. texana is a larger, stouter 
species than ..!.!. arou.a.ta. 
c. texana is found . in the lower Webberville and, so far as 
----
now known, does not occur elsewhere in the Texas section. 
Locality: Hays and Caldwell Counties, on the road from 
Niederwald to Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
CRISTELLARIA CREPIDULA Fichtel and Moll 
Pl. 4, fig. 4 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 18} 
Natuilus crepidula Fichtel ~d Moll, 1803, rest • .Mier., 
p. 107, pl. 19, figs. g- i. 
Cristellaria crepidula d'Orbigny, 1839, Foram. Cuba, p. 
64, pl. 8, figs. 17, 18. 
Cristellaria berthelotiana Id., 1839, Foram. canaries, 
p. 125, pl. !, figs. 14, 15. 
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Cristellaria intermedia Reuss, 1845, Verstein. Bohm. K.reid., 
Part I, pp. 33, 108, pl. 13, figs. 57, 58; Part II, pl. 24, 
figs. 50, 51. 
Cristellaria cymboides d'Orbigny, 1846, For. Foss. Vien., 
p. 85, pl. 3, figs. 30, 51. 
C.tistellaria intermedia A.1th., 1850, Haidinger•s Naturw. 
Xbliandl., Vol. III, p. 267, pl·. 13, fig. 23. 
Cristellaria iugleri Reuss, 1851, Zeit. d. deutsch. geol. 
Gesell., Vo. III, p. 89, pl. 4, fig. 19 a, b. 
Cristellaria subarcuatula Williamson, 1858, Rec. For. Gt. 
Brit., p. 29, pl. 2, figs. 56, 57. 
Cristellaria gra;0 Reuss, 1862, Sitz. k. Akad. Wiss. Wien, vo1. xtVI, p. , pl. 7, fig. 14. 
Cristellaria 'laniscula Id., Ibid., 
p. 71, pl. ' fig. 15. 
Crietellaria cordiformis T•rquem, 1863, Foram. du Lias, 
troiseme mem., p. 2o3, pl. 9, fig. 14 a, b. 
Cristellaria acuminata Id., Ibid., 
p. 210, pl. to, fig. 5 a, b. 
Hemirobulina co~~ressa, 1864, Novara-Exped., geol. Theil, 
Vol. !, Palaon ., p. 229, pl. 23, figs. a a, b. 
Cristellaria crelidula Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. irans., 
Vol. ctv p. 3 4, pl. 13, figs. 15, 16. 
Cristellar!a kochi Reuss, 1866, Denkschr. d. k • .Akad. 7iiss. 
Wien, Vol. XXV, p. 139, pl. 2, figs. 35 a, b. 
Cristellaria galeata Id., Ibid., P• 141, p!. 3, fig. s a, b. 
Test elongate, arcuate, flattened, periphery sharp, thin 
but noncarinate; initial chambers close coiled, later ones in 
oblique series and slightly inflated, distinct; sutures oblique, 
curved, flush in early portion, depressed in ~ater portion, 
terminating on the dorsal periphery in clear triangles marking 
previous apertures; wall smooth; aperture radiate, protruding, 
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located at the extremity of the final chamber. 
Length. 1.5 mm.; width 0.40 mm. 
lhis species is very like £!. albatrossi Cush.man. The 
latter, however, has a thin, broad keel on the early portion 
of the test. Marginulina lituus d'Orbigny appears to be very 
Similar also, but Cushman believes it is the same as c. al-
batrossi Cushman. 
cn1y one specimen of c. crepidula was found so nothing 
can be said of its stratigraphic importance. rt has not been 
reported from any other Cretaceous formation in Texas. 
Locality: Travis County, union Creek, near Del Valle- 15 
feet above water's edge. 
CRISI'ELLARIA SUBCARINATA n. sp. 
Pl. 4, fig. 5 
(Holotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 19} 
Test small, periphery sharply angular; chambers in the in-
itial portion coiled and somewhat compressed, those in the 
latter portion exhibiting a decided tendency to uncoil, in-
flated, subovate in transverse section; sutures distinct, 
curved, slightly depressed, all extending practically to the 
umbilicus and ending on the dorsal periphery in a small, clear 
triangle marking previous apertures; apertural face subtriangu-
lar, slightly convex; aperture radiate, protruding, at the ex-
tremity of the final chamber. 
Length 0.25- 0.30 mm; breadth 0.15 mm. 
Only one specimen was found so nothing can be said of 
the stratigraphic importance of this species. 
Locality: Hays and Caldwell Counties, on the road f:roim 
Nie~erwald to Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
CRISTELLARIA NA VARROENSIS Plummer 
Pl. 3, fig. 5 
(Pleaiotype- Univ. of re:x:as Geol. Coll. 20) 
Oristellaria navarroensis PlUIIll'Iler, 1926, Univ. of Texas 
Bull. 2644, pp. 39, 40, and 97, text figure 4 a, b. 
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Test large, circular, close coiled, somewhat compressed, 
periphery broadly flanged; chambers 10 to 12, radiating from 
a large, clear, central boss; sutures elevated, curved, taper-
ing toward the periphery; aperture radiate, at the apex of the 
apertural face. 
Diameter up to 1.5 mm. 
This species is very much like .£!. midwayensis 
(Plwnmer) var. oarinata Plummer. The flange of the latter is 
usually thinner and less entire; coarser sutures extend from a 
larger umbonal boss; and the test is persistently more inflated 
in this species than in c. navarroensis. 
o. navarroensis is frequently one of the most com:non of the 
-
micro-organisms to be found in the upper 7ebberville faunule. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del VB.lle- 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus MARGINULINA d 1 Qrbigny, 1826 
MARGINULINA cosrArA (Batsch} 
Pl. 5, fig. 1 a,b 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Te:xas Geol. Coll. 21) 
Nautilus (Ortb.ooeras} costatus Batscb., 1791, Conch. des 
Seesandes, P• 2, pl. I, fig. I. 
Ma~inulina raphanus d'Orbigny, 1826, .Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. 
v I, p. 258, No. !, pl. 10, figs. 7, a. 
Ma1linulina obliquestriata Karrer, 1861, Sitz. k. Akad. 
w is. lien, Vol. XLIV, p. 446, pl. I, fig. 8. 
:Mar~injlina striatocostata Reuss, 1862, Sitz. k. Akad. 
W ss. Nien, Vol. XLVI, P• 62, pl. 6, fig. 2. 
Marginulina ~urgida Id., 1862, Ibid., 
p. 63, pl. 6, fig. ?. 
Marginulina rapb.anus Parker, Jones, and Brady, 1865, .Ann. 
Mag. Nat. HiSt., Ser. III, Vol. XVI, p. 19, pl. I, fig. 
35. 
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Mar~inulina costata H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, 
( ooi.), p. 258 pl. 65, figs. 10-13. Mar~inulina aostata Sherborn and Chapman, 1889, Jour. Roy. 
Mo. ~oc., P• 487, pl. II, fig. 28. 
Marginulina costata Jones. Parker, and Brady, 1896, crag. 
Monog., Paiaeont. Soc., p. 235, pl. I, fig. 21. 
Marf11ulina costata Bagg, 1912, u. s. Geol. survey Bull. 
5 3, p. 62, pl. 18, fig. 4. 
Marginulina .Q.Ostata Cushman, 1919, u. S. Nat. IJ:us. Bull. 
100, Vol. IV, P• 256, pl. 41, figs. 5-8. 
Test elongate, tapering apiculate, subcylindrical in trans-
verse section; chambers about as broad as high, oblique, final 
chambers Sligh. tly inflated; sutures faintly depressed between 
early chambers, more apparent in older portion; wall ornamented 
by numerous, fine, sharp, longitudinal costae extending from 
the a~ertural margin obliquely downward and toward the other 
side; aperture eccentric, protruding, radiate, round. 
Length up to 1.5 mm. 
Tb.is species occurs but rarely in the 77ebberville. It is 
found very sparingly in the upper faunal unit of the Midway. 
Locality: Hays Cou.i.~ty, on the road from Niederwald to 
Loakhart- Sta. 2. 
M.ARGINULINA REGULARIS d*Qrbigny 
Pl. 5, fig. 2 
(Plesioty:pe- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 22) 
Marginulina regularis d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Vien., 
P• 66, pl. 3, figs. 9-12. 
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Va~inulina ~labra Goes, 1894, K. Svensk. Vet •. Akad. Handl., 
o!. XX:, o. 9, p. 65, pl. II, figs. 656-658. 
Test elongate, subcylindrical in cross section, tapering 
toward the attenuate, faintly coiled initial end; chambers 
few, increasing in size with age, broader than high except 
for the final chamber which is longer than broad; sutures ob-
lique, constricted, distinct after the second chamber; aperture 
eccentric, protruding, radiate. 
Length up to 0.75 mm. 
Tb.is species is found in the upper Midway and very rarely 
1n the ·1ebberville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 25 
feet above the water's edge. 
MARGINULINA 7lliI'rnEYI n. Sp• 
Pl. 8, fig. 1 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 23) 
rest elongate, arcuate, stout, about the same breadth 
throughout; early chambers coiled, later ones uncoiled, full, 
oblique, gradually increasing in height; sutures distinct, de-
pressed in later portion; wall smooth; aperture terminal, 
eccentric, radiate. 
Length 1.45- 1.50 mm.; breadth 0.30 mm. 
Too few specimens were found to make a statement con-
cerning the stratigraphic importance of this species. 
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Locality: Travis County, lhion Creek, near Del Valle- 20 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus NODOSARIA Lamarck, 1812 
NODOSARIA GRANTI Plummer 
Pl. 5, fig. 3 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 24) 
Nodose.ria granti Plummer, 1926, univ. of 1'exas Bull. 
2S44, p. 8!, pl. 5, figs. 9 a, b. 
rest elongate, Blender, arcuate, apiculate; chambers numer-
ous, 'Wlrying from ones of equal breadth and height to others 
three times as long as broad, subcylindrical to slightly in-
flated; sutures straight, unc cnstricted to gently c cnstricted; 
smooth; aperture round, radiate. 
Length probably up to several millimeters. 
From!!. consobrina d'QrbignY var. emaciata Reuse this spe-
cies may be distinguished by its greater length of chambers 
and from!!. filiformis d'Orbigny by its transverse sutures. 
!.!. grant! occurs sparingly throughout the Webberville and 
in the Taylor. It is found widely distributed in the Midway 
clays but is more abundant in the basal portion. 
Locality: Hays County, on tb.e road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 1. 
NODOSARIA SPINESCENS (Reuss) 
Pl. 5, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- Uhiv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 25) 
Dentalina s~inescens Reuss, 1851, Zeit. deutsch. geol. 
Gesell., ol. !!t, p. 62, pl. 3, fig. 10. 
Nodosaria siinescena Plummer, 1926, univ. of Texas Bull. 
2644, p. 4, pl. 4, fig. 12. 
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Test elongate, slender, tapered toward the apical portion, 
slightly arcuate; chambers slightly inflated, ellipsoid to 
pyriform, increasing in length with age; sutures moderately 
constricted; chambers ornamented at the base by a row of down-
hanging spines; aperture, large, round, phialine. 
Length unknown. 
In the Webberville this species occurs very sparingly in 
tb.e upper portion. lt is found rarely in the upper Midway • 
.Locality: Hays County, on the road fr om Niederwald to 
.Lockhart- Sta. I. 
NODOSARIA SOLUiA (Reuss) 
Pl. 5, fig. 5 
(Plesioty:pe- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 26) 
Deritalina soluta Reuss, 1851, Zeit, deutsch. geol. Gesell., 
Vol. III, p. 60, pl. 3, fig. 4. 
Nodosaria soluta Bornemann, 1855, Zeit. deutsch. geol. Gesell., 
vo1. VII, p. 322, pl. 12, fig. 12. 
Dentalina soluta Hantken, 1875, Mitth. Jahrb. k. ungar. 
gaol. Xllstalt, Vol. IV, p. 29, pl. 3, fig. 2. 
Nodosaria soluta Sherborn and Chapman, 1886, Jour. Roy. 
Mic. soc., p. 746, pl. 14, fig. 25. 
Nodosaria soluta Chapman, 1900, Eroc. Calif. Acad., Ser. 
III, Vol. I, No. 8, p. 248, pl. 29, fig. 14. 
Nodosaria soluta Bagg, 1912, u. s. Geol. Survey Bull. 513, 
p. 59, pl. 15, fig. 2;_ pl. 16, fig. 7. 
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· Test elongata, slightly arcuate, apiculate; chambers o::a>m-
paratively few, subglobular and inflated except for the broad-
ly ovate final chamber; sutures straight, deeply constricted, 
often most apparent between the last two chambers; wall smooth; 
aperture terminal, round, radiate, slightly protruding. 
Length up to o.70 mm. 
N. soluta differs from N. subsoluta Cushman in its smooth-
------
ness of test. 
ill the Webberville this species is found very rarely. lt 
is found occasionally in the overlying Midway and in the under-
lying Taylor. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 5 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODOSARIA MUCRONArA (Neugeboren) 
Pl. 6, fig. 1 
(Plesioty:pe- Uhiv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 27} 
Dentalina mucronata Neugeboren, 1856, Denk. k. JJrad. ·,ass. 
Wien, Vol. XII, P• 83, pl. 3, figs. a~11. 
Nodosaria mucronata H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, 
(Zoo!.), p. 506 pl. 62, figs, 27-21, 
Nodosaria mucrona!a H. B. Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1888, 
trans. zooi. soc. London, Vol. XII, P• 223, pl. 44, fig. io. 
Nodosaria mucronata Chapman, 1893, Jour. Roy, Mic. Soc., 
p. 590, pl. 9, fig. 2. 
Nodosaria mucronata Flint, 1899, Ann. Rpt• u. s. Nat. Mus., 
for 1697, p. 311, pl. 57, fig. 2. -
Nodosaria mucronata Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mu.s. Bull. 
71, Part III, p. 56, pl. 24, fig. 3; pl. 25, fig. 2; pl. 
27, figs. 5-7; pl. 35, fig. 6. 
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Nodosaria mucronata Id., 1923, u. s. Nat. Mu.s. Bull. 
104, Part. IV, P• 80, pl. 13, figs. 5-7; pl. 13, figs. 7- 9. 
Test elongate, tapering, oral end rounded, aboral end 
acute, mucronate; chambers about as broad as high except for 
the final one which is large, about twice as high as broad, 
inflated; sutures faint in early portion, flush, depressed in 
lat.er portion, oblique; aperture terminal, ecoentr io, protrud-
ing, radiate. 
Length up to o.70 mm. 
From & oommunis d!Qrbigny this species is distinguished by 
its sharply pointed aboral end. 
N • . nucronata is fairly c cmmon in the Webberville. It oo-
- --· ---
ours rarely in the Midway. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
NODOS.ARIA AFFINIS d'Orbigny 
Pl. 6, fig. 2 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 28) 
Nodosaria affinis d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Vienne, P• 
39, pi. !, figs. 36- 39. 
Nodosaria affinis Sherborn and Chapman, 1886, Jour. Roy. Mic. 
Soc., p. 748, pl. 14, fig. 33. 
Nodosaria affinie Bagg, 1901, Maryland Geol. Survey, Eocene, 
P• 236, pl. 62, 'fig. 5. 
Test straight, elongate, aplculate; chambers subglobular, 
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approximately equal in size; sutures transverse, constricted; 
test ornamented by 9 to 11 strong, sharp, longitudinal costae 
some of which are discontinuous, extending from the apical end 
to the aperture; aperture terminal, round, protruding, mamil-
late, 
Length unknown, 
Tb.is species is rare in the Webberville and in tb.e raylor. 
It is rather ccmmon in the Midway, 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 1. 
NODOSARIA VERTEBRALIS (Batsob.) var. WEBBERVILLENSIS n. var, 
Pl, 8, fig. 2 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 29) 
Test elongate, straight or slightly arcuate, tapering some-
what toward tb.e apical extremity which is terminated by a short. 
stout spine; ob.ambers full but not inflated, gradually increas-
ing in size with age, initial chamber bulous; sutures are dark 
bands constituting faint areas of constriction; test ornamented 
by 8 to 9 sharp, coarse costae extending from the apical end 
across the final chamber, where they terminate abruptly, form-
ing a shoulder-like prominence; aperture terminal, central, 
round, much produced. 
Length up to 1.6 mm. 
Tb.is species is exceedingly rare in the Webberville. The 
specimen figured is the basal portion of the formation. 
Locality! Hays County, on the road fran Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
NODOSARIA POMULIGERA (Stache) 
Pl. 6, fig. 3 
( Ple siotype- univ. of Tems Qe ol. Coll. 30} 
Dentalina pomuli!era Stache, 1864, Novara-Exped., Vol. 1. p. 
204, pl. 22, f g. 31. 
Nodosaria pomuliiera Plummer, 1926, univ. of Texas Bull. 
2644, P• 81, J • 4, figs. 15 a, b. 
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Test elongate, arcu.a.te, tapering toward the rounded in-
itial end; chambers numerous, close-set, broader than high in 
the early portion, becoming about equal in proportions with ma-
turity; sutures transverse, marked by dark lines, constricted, 
more apparent in the later portion where they are often partial-
ly filled with an overlap of shell material; wall smooth, aper-
ture eccentric, radiate, protruding. 
Length about 2.50- 3 mm. 
N. pomuligera occurs rarely in both the Webberville and the 
Taylor and it is fairly common in the Midway. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODOSARIA RADICULA (Linnaeus} 
Pl. 6, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 31) 
Nautilus radicula Linnaeus, 1767, Syst. Nat., 12th. ed., P• 
286, 1164; Gmelin's ed. 13, 1788, Vol. I, Part VI, Pi 33'13, 
No. 18. 
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Nodosaria radioula radicula d'Orbigny, 1826, .Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. 
VI!, P• 252, No. 3, Modele No. l, 
Nodosaria beyrichi Neugeboren, 1856, 2Jenk. k. 1\kad. ;-"Tisa. Jien, 
Vol. XII, p. 72, pl. 1, figs. 7- 9, 
Nodosaria radicula Jones and Parker, 1860, Quart. Jour. Geol. 
Soo., Vol. XVI, pl. 19, figs. 4, 5. 
Nodosaria radicula Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. Trans. Vol. 
ctv, p. 341, pi. 13, figs. 2- 7. 
Nodosaria b~ichi Hantken, 1874, Mitth. Jahr. k. ungar. geol. 
Aristait, Vo • IV, p. 23, pl. 2, fig. 5. 
Nodosaria radicula H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, 
(Zoo!.), p. 495, pl. 61, figs. 28- 31. 
Nodosaria radicula Flint, 1899, .Ann. Rpt. u. s. Nat. Turu.s., for 
1897, P• 309, pl. 55, fig. I. 
Nodosaria radioula Cushman, 1919, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 100, 
vo1. fv, p. 190, pl. 34, fig. 4. 
Nodosaria larva Carsey, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2612, p. 31, 
pl. 2 t fig. 2. 
Te st elongate, only Slightly tapering, variable in length. 
according to the stage of growth, cylindrical, apical end blunt-
ly pointed, apertural end rounded; chambers varying in number fr.om 
2 to,, initial chambers indistinct, intermediate ones low and 
broad, final one larger than the others; septal lines transverse. 
increasingly constricted toward the oral end; wall smooth, porce-
llanous, glistening; qperture terminal, central slightly protrud-
ing, round, radiate, 
Length up to l mm. 
N • radicula is common to the }.IJ:idway, '.-:1'ebberville, and Taylor. 
It is somewhat larger in the Midway than in the Cretaceous form-
at ions. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODOSARIA ALTERNATA Carse7 
Pl. 6, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 32} 
Nodosaria alternata Carsey, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2612, 
p. 35, pl. 4, fig. 'I. 
Test elongate, very slightly tapered toward the initial 
end which is provided with one or two short spines; chambers 
indistinct, about as broad as high, initial one very slightly 
inflated; sutures faintly constricted; ornamented by two types 
of ribs, one sharp, thin, broken, running the length of the 
test' th.e other lower and found only on the chambers' not can-
tinuing across the sutures. 
Length up to 1.65 mm. 
'lb.is speoies is scarce in both the Webberville and the 
·raylor formations. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle-
40 feet above the water's edge. 
NODOS.ARIA FILIFOID!IS d'Orbigny 
Pl. 'I, fig. 1 
(Plesiotype- u:niv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 33) 
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Nodosaria filiformis d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. VII, 
P• 253, No. 14. 
Nodosaria filiformis Cuvier, 1834, Animal Kingdan, Henderson's 
ea. 3, p. 18, pi. e, fig. 10. 
Nodosaria filiformis Terrigi, 1883, Atti. Acc. Pont. Nuovi. 
tlhoei, Vot.mv, p. 1'14, pl. 2, fig. a. 
Nodosaria filiformis Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 500, pl. 63, 
figs. 3- 5. 
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Test elongate, arcuate, tapered; chambers broader than 
high in the early stages but becoming longer than broad in the 
older portion, later chambers Slightly inflated; sutures ob-
lique, constricted except in the very early portion; ~-a.11 
smooth; aperture eccentric, radiate, protruding. 
Length 1.5 to 2 mm. 
!!, filiformis is scarce in the ~ebberville. rt occurs 
sparingly in the :raylor and also in tb.e Del Rio. 
Looality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODOSARIA COMMUNIS d' Orbigny 
Pl. 7, fig. 2 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 34) 
Iodosaria (Dentalina) canmu.nis d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., 
Vo 1. VII , p. 254 , No • 3 5. 
Dentalina communis Id., 1840, Me~. Soc. Gaol. 
France, Vol. !V, p. 13, pl. I, fig. 4. 
Nodosaria communis, Reuss, 1845, Verstein. Bohm. Kreid., 
Part I, P• 28, pl. 12, fig. 21. 
Nodosaria legumen Id., Ibid., 
p • 2 8 , p 1. 13 ' figs • 23 ' 24 • 
Dentalina inornata d'Orbigny, 1846, For. Foss. Vien., pj 44, 
pi. I, f'igs. 5o, 51. 
Dentalina ferstlian CzJzek, 1848, Haidinger's Naturw. 
·Abliandi., Voi. II, pp. 140, pl. 12, figs. 10- 13. 
Dentalina b.aueri Neugeboren, 1856, Denk. k. Akad. Riss. 
fHen, vo1. !!I, P• Bl, pl. 2, fig. 12. 
Dentalina subarcuata ~illiamson, 1858, Rec. Foram. Gr. Brit., 
p. 18, pi. 2, figs. 40, 41. 
Dentalina legumen Reuss, 1860, Sitz. k. Akad. 7iss. Wien, Vol. 
XI, p. 187, pi. 3, fig. 5. 
Dentalina intermedia Id., Ibid., 
p. 186, p1. 2, fig. a. 
Dentalina communis Id., Ibid., 
.· p. 186. . ' 
Dentalina communis Parker and Jones, 1862, rntrod. Foram., 
tppendix, p. 310. 
Dentalina deflexa Reuss, 1862, Sitz. k • .Akad. 1:liss. Wien, 
Vo!. XLVI, p. 43, pl. 2, fig. 19. 
Dentalina inornata Reuss, 1863, Ibid., 
Vo!. XLVIII, p. 45, pl. 2, fig. 18. 
Nodosaria neugeboreni Schwager, 1866, Novara-Exped., geol. 
Theil, Vo!. II, p. 232, pl. 6, fig. 67. 
Dentalina badensis, Hantken, 1875, Mitth. Jahrb. k. ungar. 
geo. !hstait, Vol. IV, p. 34, pl. 3, fig. 12. 
Nodosaria commpnis Brady, 1884, Challenger, P• 504, pl. 62, 
figs. 19- 22. 
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Test elongate, arcuate, tapering toward the bluntly rounded 
initial end; chambers enlarging with age, increasingly inflated 
toward the oral end; sutures oblique, constricted; wall smooth; 
aperture eccentric, radiate, protruding. 
Length about 1 mm • 
.!:. communis is somewhat can..~on in the ~ebberville. It is 
of little diagnostic importance, however, since it occurs rarely 
in the Taylor and in the Del Rio. 
Locality: I'ravis Coi.lllty, onion Creek, near Del Valle- 15 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODOSARIA PAUCISTRIATA n. sp. 
Pl. 8, fig. 3 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 35) 
Test elongate, very slender; chambers long, not inflated; 
sutures indistinct, marked vaguely by dark lines; wall ornament-
ed by 6 to 7 sharp, thin costae, sometimes discontinuous, slight-
ly twisted longitudinally. 
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Length. unknown. 
Tb.is species is very rare in the Webberville. A similar, 
and probably identical, species occurs more abundantly . in the 
raylor. 
. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODCSARIA ELONGALOCULATA n. sp. 
Pl. 8, fig. 4 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 36) 
Test elongate; ob.ambers slender, four or five times as long 
as broad, somewhat pyriform, very slightly inflated if at all; 
sutures narrow, deeply constricted; wall ornamented by numerous, 
short, sharp, downhanging spines. 
Length unknown. Length of two chambers o.75 mm. 
Tb.is ape cie s is scarce in the upper Webberville. Due to its 
apparent length and the small diameter of the test at the sutures 
it is easily broken. It is usually found in two-chambered frag-
ments. It is not found in the Taylor. 
Locality: Travis County, union Creek, near Del Valle- 35 
feet above the water's edge. 
NODOSARIA SCALXRIFORMIS n. sp. 
Pl., fig. 
tHolotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 37) 
Test elongate, apiculate, composed of few chambers, the in-
itial chamber somewhat bulbulous; sutures distinct, constricted, 
marked by a rather broad, clear band; ornamented by 8 low, nar-
row, sharp costae extending from the apical extremity up to and 
onto the apertural neck; aperture terminal, protruding, radiate. 
Length up to 0.75 mm. 
Two or three specimens of this species were encourtered in 
the basal Webberville. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
NODOSARIA PYRULA d'Orbigny var. SEMIRUGOSA d'Orbigny 
Pl. 1, fig. 3 
!Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 38) 
Nodosaria semirugosa d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Bass. Tert. 
Vienna, p. 34 pl. l, figs. 20- 23. 
Nodosaria stipitata Reuss, var. costulata ReWls, 1870, Sitz. 
n:aa. iiiss. Wien, Vol. LXII, .Abth. l, p. 471. 
Nodosaria costulata H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, P• 
515, pl. 63 figs. 23- 27. 
Nod osaria costula ta Flint, 1899, Ann. Rpt. u. S. Nat. Mus., 
for 1897, p. 312, pl. 58, fig. r. 
Nodosaria lyrula d'Orbigny, var. semirugosa d'Orbigny, 1913, 
tr. S. Na • Mus. Bull. '71, Part III, p. 50, pl. 26, figs. 4- a. 
Test elongate; chambers subovate, inflated, sutures relative-
ly broad areas of deep constriction forming a short, slender 
neck; wall covered with longitudinal striae the disposition of 
which may be straight slightly twisted, often more distinct on 
the intervening segments than on the chambers where they some-
times tend to disappear; aperture protruding, radiate. 
Length unknown. 
lbis variety of !!, pyrula is found sparingly in the Webber-
ville. 
Locality: rravis Co'Wlty, onion Creek, near :Del Valle-
50 feet above the water 1 s edge. 
NODOS.ARIA SPINULOSA (Montagu) 
Pl. 1, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 39) 
Nautilus slinulosa ?lontagu, 1808, rest. Brit. Supp., P• 86, 
:p 1. 19 ' ig • 5 • 
Dentalina spinulosa Sherborn and Chapman, 1886, Jou:r. Roy. 
Mic. soc., p. 751, pl. 15, fig. 13. 
Nodosaria spinulosa Bagg, 1898, u. s. Geol. Survey Bull. 88, 
P• 44. 
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Test elongate, arcuate, slightly tapered, apiculate; cham-
bers numerous, longer than broad, gently inflated; sutures 
straight, depressed; wall ornamented by stout, downhanging 
spines which cover the whole chamber in the mature portion of 
the test. 
Length probably up to several millimeters. 
In the basal :Midway clays this species is abundant, but it 
occurs only occasionally in the ~ebberville. 
Locality: Cuttings from a well- 800-812 feet. 
NODOSARIA ~:)UBVlffi.RUCULOSA n. sp. 
Pl. 10, fig• 1 
(HOlot1Pe- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 40) 
Test elongate, Slightly arcua te, tapered gradually tov1ard 
the rounded initial end; chambers subglobular, slightly inflated, 
about as long as broad, increasing in size with age; sutures con-
stricted, filled with clear shell material; wall covered by 




Th.is species is not common in the Webberville. lbe speci-
. 
men figured came from the lower part of the formation. 
Locality: Hays Cow1 ty, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 2 • 
.r:WDOS.AR IA. RAP.EI.ANUS . (Linne) :irar. J!'RAG !LIS n • var• 
Pl. 10, fig. 2 
(Holotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 41) 
Test elongate, circular in cross sectlion, aboral end apicu-
late and broadly rounded, oral end gently tapered; chambers few. 
subglobular, not inflated except for tae final one; sutures 
straight, indistinct to slightly depressed; wall ornamented by 
6 to 7 low, sharp, longitudinal ribs; aperture central, terminal, 
radiate, protruding. 
Length up to 1 mm. 
Th.is variety of !!. raphanus is rare in the Webberville. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Looknart- Sta. 1. 
NODOSARIA OBLIQUA (Linnaeus) 
Pl. 7, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 42) 
Nautilus obliquus Linnaeus, 1767, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., P• 
281, 1163. 
Nautilus obliquus Id., 1788, Ibid., 13th (Gmeiln*s} ed., p. 3372, No. 14, 
Dentalina obliqua Jones, Parker, and Brady, 1866, Foram. Crag. 
Pal. Soc., Voi, XIX, P• 54, pl. 1, fig. 9. 
Nodosaria obliqua Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, (Zool.) 
p. 513, 514, pl. 64, figs. 20- 22. 
Nodosaria obliqua Bagg, 1898, u. s. Geel. Survey Bull. 88, 
p. 41. 
Nodosaria obliqua Id., 1898 , Bull. American Paleont., Vol. 
11, No. 10, P• 320. 
Nodosaria oblitua Chapman, 1900, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 
Ser. III, Vo • I, No. a, p. 249, pl. 29 fig. 17. 
Nodosaria oblitua Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, p. 
59, pl. 25, ig. 5. 
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Test varies in size, elongate, linear, tapered somewhat 
to~rd the aboral end, straight.or slightly arcuate, apiculate; 
chambers not much inflated, usually a little longer t~an broad, 
initial chamber larger than the one following; sutures straight, 
faintly constricted in the early portion, more apparent later; 
surface ornamented by numerous, low, sharp, longitudinal costae 
increasing in number as the oral end is approached, early ones 
spirally twisted, reaching to or onto the terminal spine, later 
ones often straight, continuous across chambers to the aperture; 
aperture terminal with a slight neck, slightly eccentric, radiate. 
Length up to 1.75 mm. 
N. obliqua is rare in the upper Webberville and in the Del 
Rio. 
Locality: Travis Coo'Wlty, ()lion Creek, near Del Valle- 20 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus GLANDULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
GLANDULINA LAEVIGATA d'Orbigny 
Pl. 9, fig. l 
CPiesiotype- univ. of rexas Geel. Coll. 43) 
Nodosaria (Gl.) laevigata d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. 
VII, P• 252, pi. 1o, figs. 1- 3. 
Gla.ndulina laevigata Id., 
P• 29, pl. I, figs. 4, 5. 
Glandulina ovula Id., 
P• 29, pl. I, figs. 6, 7. 
1846, Foram. Foss. Vienne, 
Ibid., 
Glandulina pygmaea Reuss, 1850, Haidinger's Naturw. Abhandl., 
vol. rv, p. 22, pl. 2, fig. 3. 
Glandulina inflata Bornemann, 1855, Zeit. deutsch. geol. 
Gesell., Vol. VII, p. 320, pl. 12, figs. 6, 7. 
Glandulina laevigata Id., Ibid. 
P• 320, pl. 12, fig. 8. ' 
Glandulina elongata Id., Ibid., 
P• 321, pl. I~, fig. 9. 
Glandulina acuminata Costa, 1856, Atti dell' Accad. Pontan., 
Vol. V!!, p, 125, pl. II, fig. 19. 
Glandulina inflata Id., Ibid., 
p. 126, pl. II, fig. 21. 
Glandulina apiculata Id., 
p. 127, pl. 11, £ig. 22. 
Ibid., 
Glandulina pyrula I~., Ibid., 
p, 370, pl. 27, fig. 26. 
Glandulina abbreviata Neugeboren, 1856, Denk. k. Akad. Wiss, 
t'flen, Vol. XII, p, 68 , pl. I, fig. 1. 
Glandulina laevigata Id., Ibid., 
p. 67, pl. !, figs. 3, 4. 
Glandulina elliptica Reuss, 1863, Sitz. k. ~'\kad. Wiss. ITien, 
Vol, XLVIII, p. 47, pl. 3, figs. 29- 31. 
Glandulina globulus Id., Ibid., 
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P• 66, pl. 8, figs. 94, 95. 
Glandulina laevigata Par~er and Jones, 1865, Phil. l'rans., Vol. 
ctv, p. 340, pl. 13, fig. 1. 
Nodosaria laevigata Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, (Zool.) 
p, 49u, pl. 61, figs. 17- 22. 
Glandulina laevigata Haeusler, 1887, Neues Jahrb. fur. Min., 
P• 189, pl. 5, fig. 29, 
Nodosaria laevigata Burrows, Sherborn, and Bailey, 1890, Jour. 
Roy. Mic. Soc., p. 556, pl. 19, f igs. 14, 15. 
Glandulina laevigata Egger, 1893, Abh. kon. bay. Akad. ~liss. 
Munchen, Cl. I!, Vol. XVIII, p. 336, 339, pl. II, fig. 31. 
Nodosaria laevigata Flint, 1899, Ann. Rpt. u. s. Nat. Mus., 
for 1897, p. $08, pl. 55, fig. 3. 
Glandulina laevigata Silvestri, 1900, Mem. Pont. Accad. ~~uovi 
Lincei, Vol. XVII, p. 248, pl. 6, figs. 41, 49. 
Nodosaria laevigata Bagg, 1908, Proc. u. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 
mtv, P· 143. 
Nodosaria laevigata Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, 
Part III, p. 47, pl. 24, figs. 1, 2. 
Glandulina laevigata Id., 1927, Contrib. Cushman I.ab. Foram. 
Res., Vol. III, Part I, pl. 9, fig. 8. 
'.l'est pyriform, circular in transverse se·ction, anterior end 
rounded or slightly tapered, posterior end acute, sometimes with 
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a spine; each chamber almost entirely enveloping the preceding 
one so that the last chamber, which occupies the greater part of 
the outside of the test, is the only one wholly visible; sutural 
lines in the apical portion, proximate, transverse; wall smoota, 
often glistening; aperture central, terminal, protruding, radiate. 
Length up to 0.65 mm. 
Tb.is species occurs sparingly in both the Webberville and 
the Taylor. A variety of the same species, S!.!_ laevigata var. 
occidentalis, is found rarely in the upper Midway. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Jel Valle- 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus ROBULUS Montfort, 1808 
ROBULUS CULI'RATUS Montfort 
Pl. 9, fig. 2 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of rexa.s Geol. Coll. 44) 
Robulus oultratus I'i!ontfort, 1808, Conchyl. System., Vol. 1, 
P• 214. 
Robulina cultrata d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. VII, 
p. 287, No. 1- Modale No. 82. 
Robulina canariensis Id., 1839, Foram. Canaries, p. 127, pl. 
3' f'ig s. 3' 4. 
Robulina subcultrata Id., 1839, }!1 oram • .Amer. Merid., p. 26, pl. 
5, figs. 19, 2o. 
ROpulina cultrata Id., 1846, Foram. Foss. Vien., p. 96, pl. 
4, f'igs. Io- 13. 
Robulina SimiliS Id., Ibid., P• 98 
pl. 4, f'igs. 14- 15. 
Cristellaria hoffmanni Ehrenberg, 1854, Hikrogeologie, pl. 26, 
f'ig. 53. 
Robulina limbosa Reuss, 1863, Sitz. k. Akad. '.~iiss. ~:7ien, Vol. 
XLVIII, P• 55, pl. 6, fig. 69. 
Cristellaria gi:oscalprum Stache, 1864, Novara-Exped. geol. 
Theil, Vol. , pa1aont., p. 243, pl. 23, fig. 22 a, b. 
Criste11aria cultrata Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. Trans., 
Vol. CLV, p. 344, pl. 13, fig. 28. 
Cristellaria cultrata Jones, Parker, and Brady, 1866, Crag. 
Foram. Pal. Soc., Vol. XIX, p. 1, fig. 24, 25. 
Rob;ulina curvispira Sequenza, 1879, Att. R • .i\:ccad. dei Lincei, 
Ser. III, vor. VI p. 144, pl. 13' fig. 28. 
Cristellaria cultrata Jones, 1884, Quar. Jour. Gaol. Soc., 
Vol. XL, p. 765, pl. 34, figs. 7, 10 and 11. 
Cristellaria cultrata Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 550, pl. 70, 
figs. 4- a. 
Cristellaria cultrata Sherborn and Chapman, 1886, Jour. Roy. 
Mic. Soc., Vol. VI, p. 754, pl. 15, figs. 28 a, b. 
Cristellaria cultrata Flint, 1898, Ann. Rpt. Nat. Mus., for 
1897, p. 318, pl. 65, fig. 2. 
Cristellaria cultrata Bagg, 1908, Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., Vol. 
mrv, P· 247. 
Cristellaria cultrata Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, 
Part III, p. 64, p1. 29, fig. 4. 
Robulus cultratus Id.~ 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab. Foram. 
Res., Vol. II, part I, pl. 9, fig. 1. 
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fest close coiled, planospiral, lenticular, ccmpletely in-
volute, almost round in outline, bounded by a broad, sharp, thin 
keel which narrows in width and finally disappears entirely with 
the later chambers; chambers narrow, somewhat triangular, 8 to 13 
visible; sutures smooth, gently curved, marked by thick, raised, 
tapering bands that . become narrow lines almost flush with the 
surface toward the periphery where they expand in a clear triangle 
which marks previous ~rtures; wall smooth; apertural face ccn-
vex, triangular; aperture an elongate slit on the apertural face 
in ad~ition to the radiate aperture located at the extremity of 
the final chamber. 
Diameter up to 1.7 mm. 
This species is abundant in the Webberville and is consider-
ed characteristic of that formation. It occurs less frequently in 
tb.e upper part of the raylor marl. 
From Lenticulina rotulata (Lamarck) R. cultratus may be dis-
tinguished by its less sweeping sutures, its broad, thin keel, 
• 
a.nd its aperture. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from ~Tiederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. l. 
ROBULUS RENil!,ORMIS ( d' Orbigny) 
Pl. 9, fig. 3 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of rexas Geel. Coll. 45) 
Cristellaria reniformis d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Vien., 
p. 88, pl. 3, fig. 39, 40. 
Cristellaria reniformis Pictet, 1857, rraite de Paleont., 
ea. 2, vo1. !V, p·· 495, pl. 109, fig. 13. 
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Cristellaria reniformis Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 539, pl. 
70, fig. 3 a, b. 
Crisliellaria reniformis Flint, 1899, Ann. Rpt. u. s. Nat. Mus., 
for 1897, p. 315, pl. 62, fig. 2. 
Cristellaria reniformis Bagg, 1912, u. s. Geol. Survey Bull. 
513, P• 66, pl. 19, figs. 2 a, b. 
Cristellaria reniformis Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 
71, Part III, p. 65, pl. 30, fig. 4; pl. 33, fig. 1. 
Robulus reniformis Hanna, G.D. and Church, 1927, Jour. of 
Paleont., Vol. I, No. III, p. 197. 
rest planospiral, biconvex, strongly compressed, complete-
ly involute; initial chambers close coiled, later ones exhibit-
ing a tendency to straighten out, triangular in outline, slightly 
to strongly keeled, the keel narrowing in width as the final 
chambers are approached; chambers comparatively few, 6 to 8 visi-
ble; sutures in the early portion of the test raised, thickened, 
curving away from a large, round, clear, central node, those 
sutures in the later portion straightening out and becoming flush 
with the surface or depressed, the last one often oblique, not 
reaching the center but terminating at the edge of the apertural 
face; the clear triangular enlargement in which the sutures termi-
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nate marks previous apertures; wall smooth; apertural face long, 
narrow, straight; aperture an elongate slit in the convex aper-
tural face in addition to the radiate aperture at the outher an-
gle of the final chamber. 
Greatest diameter up to 0.60 mm. 
Tb.is species occurs sparingly in the Webberville, raylor, 
and Austin. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 25 
feet above the river's edge. 
·-
Genus VAGINULINA d'Qrbigny, 1826 
VAGINULINA WEBBERVILLENSIS Carsey 
Pl. 9, fig.4 
(~~esiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 46) 
Va~inulina webbervillensis Carsey, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 
612, P• 39, pl. 2, fig. 7. 
Test elongate, complanate, wing-shaped, broadest at about 
tb.e center, tapering gradually toward the oral extremity and 
rapidly toward the aboral end; dorsal edge straight, ornamented 
by three or four low, sharp, longitudinal ridges; ventral side 
• curved, primordial chamber swollen, ornamented by short, longi-
tudinal costae which reach to, or onto, the terminal spine and 
most of which continue less than one-third the length of the 
test; ch.ambers varying in number up to 20, long, narrow, increas-
ing in length witb. age; sutures marked by clear, oblique lines 
flush with the surface; aperture terminal, protruding, round, 
radiate. 
Length up to 5 or 6 mm., but more commonly 3 to 4 mm. 
Th.is form occurs abundantly~ throughout the Webberville formation 
to which it is confined. its large size makes it easily recognizable 
in the field with the aid of a hand lens. 
From v. simondsi Carsey this species may be distinguished by its 
greater size and by the presence of the swollen proloculum which is 
absent in the former. 
Locality: l1ravis County, union Creek, near Del Valle- 40 feet 
above the water's edge. 
VAGINULINA CUYLERI n. sp. 
Pl. 10, fig. 3 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 47) 
rest elongate, slender, blade-like dorsal edge straight, ventral 
edge curved, oral and aboral extremities acutely pointed; chambers 
very long and narrow, increasing in length with age; sutures slight-
17 raised, oblique; surface ornamented by very fine, short, delicate, 
discontinuous striae parallel to the direction of growth; aperture 
terminal, radiate. 
Length up to 2 mm. 
This species very closely resembles v. plumoides Plummer v. ouy-
leri, however, is larger; it has fewer chambers; and, the dorsal -edge 
-
is Pi rfectly straight while that of v. plumoides is slightly curved. 
Ihis species is found only in the Webberville and may be cw.-
sidered diagnostic of that Jormation. 
Locality: Comal County, on the road from Niederwald to Lookhart-
hart-Sta. 1. 
¥AGINULIN.A ORHArA n. Sp. 
Pl. 10, fig. 4 
(Holotype- u:n.1v. of Texas Geol. Coll. 48) 
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!eet el9llgate, initial end rounded, circular in transverse sec-
tion; chambers about as broad as high, approximately the same size 
exoept for the final chamber which is smaller; sutures depressed, 
straight; wall ornamented by very faint longitudinal striae except 
on the final chamber which is smooth; aperture terminal, with a 
neck, eccentric, radiate. 
Lengtb.0.75 mm. 
Only one specimen was found so nothing can be said of its 
stratigraphic significance. 
Locality: rravis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle- 40 feet 
above the water's edge. 
VAGINULINA PREl'ENSA n. sp. 
Pl. 10, fig. 5 
(Holoty:pe- Uhiv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 49} 
Test elongate, complanate, apiculate, about the same width 
tb.roughout, tapered toward the oral 'end, dQrsal edge straight, 
truncate, ornamented by three low, sharp, longitudinal ridges, ven-
tral edge Slightly curved, truncate, ornamented by two or three low, 
sharp, longitudinal ridges; primordial chamber bulbulous, ornamented 
.. 
b7 short, longitudinal costae w(1ich extend onto the terminal spine, 
remaining chambers 5 to 6, long, narrow, broader than high; sutures 
marked by clear, oblique lines, slightly depressed; aperture termi-
nal, protruding, radiate. 
Length up to l mm. 
Tb.is species is quite similar to V. webbervillensis Carsey 
but tb.e greater width of the latter makes the differentiation easy. 
only one specimen was found so nothin,s can be said of its verti-
cal ·range. 
Locality: Travis County, ~ion Creek, near '!>el Valle, !35 feet 
above the water's edge. 
VAGINULINA GRACILIS Plumnm r var. CRETACE.A Plummer 
Pl. 9, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 50) 
VS\;inulina ~racillis Plummer var. cr~ tacea PlUirl!llilr, 1926, univ. of 
xas BUJ. • 2644, p. 172, pl. 2, fig. 8. . 
Test large, elongate, compressed, sligh tly curved, periphery 
acutely rounded, the margin opposite the aperutre most acute, ~aper­
ed from tb.e almost trunca te anterior end to the rounded posterior 
end; ch.ambers numerous, all broader than high; sutures oblique in 
early portion to less oblique later, indistinct except for the elong-
ate, tmiokened nodes lying along each side of tne test, borne by all 
except those separating the earliest chambers, not depressed, except 
between the last two or three chambers; wall thick~ aperture eccen-
tric, radiate, protruding. 
Length up to !3 .5 mm. 
This form closely resembles!:.. gracillis Plumner found in the 
lower 1.1idway clays·. ib.e minerlization of the Cretaceous form and 
tb.e presence of the thickened sutural nocles serve to differentiate 
tb.em. v. gracilis var. cretacea is not abundant in the ".":'ebberville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 55 feet 
above the water's edge. 
VAGINULINA BREVIS n. sp • 
Pl , 13 , fig • 1 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol, Coll. 51) 
l'eat small, elongate, compressed, oval in cross· section, tapered 
slightly toward the rollllded initial end; primordial cnamber bulbous 
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in tne megalospherio form, remaining chambers broader tnan high, 
except for the final one which ~s · about as long as broad and Sli8ht-
/ 
11 inflated; sutures oblique, distinct dark lines more restricted 
in the later portion; wall smooth; aperutre eccentric, radiate, 
i>rotruding. 
Length about 0.60 mm. 
'lhis species occurs sparingly in the Webberville. rt Q,as not 
been observed in any other formation in the 'i'exas geologic section. 
1ooality: rravis County, Onion Creek, near Jel "Valle, 33 feet 
above the water's edge. 
Genus PLAJTULARIA Defrance, 1824 
PLANULAR Ia MUL :rr s rRll:rA n. Sp • 
Pl. 13, fig. 2 
(Holotype- Univ. of rexas Gaol. Coll. 52) 
rest elongate, compressed, periphery carinate, dorsal edge 
Slightly curved, ventral edge curved and Slightly lobul.ated; cham-
bers 4 to 7, slightly inflated, oblique, initial chamber inclined 
to be· somewhat bulbous and exhibitirig .. a tendency toward incoiling; 
sutures distinct, oblique, curved depressed; wall ornamented by-
numerous longitudinal, fine, parallel striae arising independently 
on each chamber; aperture terminal, radiate, protruding. 
lb.e long slender specimens with seven chambers may represent tl::a 
microspheric forms while the shorter, broader spe cimenc ·.-,-itb. few 
chambers probably are the megalospheric forms. 
Length o.90- 1.25 mm. 
rhis species is found sparingly in the T:ebberville, principal-
ly in the upper portion. 
Locality: Travis Connty, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 25 feet 
·above tb.e water's edge. 
Genus FRONPICULARIA Defrance, 1824 
FRONDICULARIA OLDHAM! Plummer 
Pl. 11, fig. l 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 53) 
Frondicularia oldhami Plum~er, 1926, univ. of rexas Bull. 
2644, p. 117, fig. 12 (text fig.} 
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Test elongate, lanceolate, much compressed, rounded pos-
teriorly and tapered anteriorly, periphery thin, suboarinate; 
initial chambers closely incoiled, this whole portion. slightly 
inflated, remaining chambers ·sagittate; sutures indistinct, 
marked by dark lines, very faintly depressed; wall smooth; aper-
ture radiate, protruding. 
,ength up to 1.3 mm. 
Perfect specimens of this species are rare. The stouter in-
itial portion is found most frequently. F. oldhami occurs 
sparingly in the lower Mid•uay clays and in the Webberville. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road f rom Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 1. 
FROIIDICULARIA ARCHIACIANA d' Orbigny var. Sl1RIGILLArA Bagg 
Pl. 11, fig. 2 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 54) 
Frondicularia archiaciana Reuss, 1845, Verst. bohm. Kreide, 
Part !, p. 31, pl. 13, fig. 39. 
Frondicularia archiaciana Chapman, 1894, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., 
p. 155, pl. 3, fig. 6. 
Frondicularia archiaciana var. strigillata Bagg, 1898, u. s. 
Geo!. Survey Bull. 88, p. 47, pl. 3, fig. 5. 
Test elongate, complanate, lanceolate, tapered toward the 
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apertural end, periphery truncate, slightly lobulated, its sharp 
edges continuing from the aperture down to the short spine which 
terminates the bulbular enlargement on the initial end; chambers 
consisting of the oval prolooulum and 5 to 10 long, narrow chamb-
ers on each side which lengthen with age; sutures limbate, raised 
near the median line, becoming almost flush toward the periphery, 
sometimes interrupted; vJS.11 smooth, proloculum ornamented by two 
sharp ribs in addition to the four peripheral markings, other 
obambers marked by short, fine, longitudinal striae near the median 
line and arranged parallel with it; aperture terminal, radiate, 
protruding. 
Length up to 2 mm. 
This species is found rarely in the upper Midway and its com• 
mon ooourenoe in the Webberville and Taylor makes it unimportant 
as a marker of significance. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to Lock-
hart- Sta. 2. 
FRONDICULARIA RErICULArA (Reuss) 
Pl. 11, fig. 3 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 55) 
Flabellina reticulata Reuss, 1851, Haidinger's Naturw., ~bb.. 
IV, p. !30, pl. !, fig. 22. 
Frondicularia reticulata Plummer, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 
2644, p. 172, pl. 2i fig. 5. 
Test broadly sagittate, flattened, periphery truncate, edges 
oarinate; initial chambers incoiled, later chambers v-shaped, 
narrow and increasing in length toward maturity; sutures con-
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Bpicuous, thin, raised, sagittate; wall ornamented by numerous 
. 
rather evenly spaced costae extending across the chambers and at 
right angles to the sutural lines; aperture protruding, terminal. 
Length up to 1.5 mm.; greatest width o.eo mm. 
Tb.is beautiful species occurs only in the Webberville and 
very sparingly there. 
Looality: Travis Co'Wlty, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 65 
feet ab~ve the water's edge. 
FRONDICULARIA ALArA d'Qrbigny 
Pl. 11, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 56) 
Frondicularia alata d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. VII, 
p. 256, No. 2. 
Frondicularia alata Parker, Jones, and Brady, 1871, Ann. Mag. 
Nat. Hist., Ser. IV, Vol. Viii, p. 161, Pl. 10, fig. 66. 
Test lanceolate, complanate, tapered gradually toward the 
oral end and more abruptly toward the aboral end, blunt at the 
initial extremity but provided with one or two short spines, 
acute at the apertural end; chambers up to six on one side, long, 
narrow, of uniform width, increasing in length with age; sutures 
raised, oblique, extending from· the intermedial line to or onto 
the terminal spine; proloculum swollen, ornamented by longitudi-
nal costae; aperture terminal, protruding, central, round, radiate. 
Length about l mm. 
This species is found rather commonly in both the ~ebberville 
and the l'aylor so it is not of great diagnostic importance. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del VS.lle, ~O 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus FA.BELL IN A d ' Orb igny, 183 9 
§L.ABELLINA RUGOSA d'Orbigny 
Pl. 11, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 57) 
Flabellina r~osa d'Orbigny, 1840, Mem. Soc. Gaol. France, 
Ser. III, o!. IV, Part I, p. 23, pl. 2, figs. 4, 5, and 
'I. 
Flabellina rugosa Id., 1846, Foram. ?oss. Vienna, p. 93, 
. pl. 21, figs. 13, 14. 
Frondicularia rugosa Plmnmer, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2644, 
p. 118, pl. 5, fig. l; text fig. 13. 
Flabellina riosa Cushman, 1928, Foraminifera, rheir Classifi-
cation and conomic uses, pl. 55, fig. 9. 
Test sub-rhomboid, compressed, periphery truncate, edees 
carinate; initial chambers incoiled, later chambers v-shaped, 
long and narrow, increasing in length with age; sutures t~in 
sharp raised lines; wall granular-rugose; aperture protruding, 
small, oval. 
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!:_ rugosa presents numerous variations in outline and degree 
in which the early coiled portion is embraced by the later sagit-
tate chambers. ·:rhese variations are in accordance with tb.e pro-
gression of tae individual fr an youth to old age. 
Length up to 1 mm. 
Tb.is species is found in basal Midway clays and commonly in 
tb.e Webberville. :rb.e ·raylor yields a similar form, one wb.icb. may 
be identical. Mrs. Plummer has suggested, however, that this 
form may be Frondicularia interpunctata (von der March) due to 
its pustulate chambers. 
Locality;·Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to Lock-
hart- Sta. 2. 
Genus LAGENA walker and Jacob, 1798 
LAGENA INCinENTA Carsey 
Pl. 12, fig. 1 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Te~as Geol. Coll. 58) 
Lagana incidents Carsey, 1926, Univ. of rexas Bull. 2612, 
p. 30, pl. 4, fig. 12. 
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Test subovate to ovate, provided with a long slender neck 
anteriorly and a shorter neck posteriorly; monothalamous, in-
flated, wall hispid; aperture round, formed by the open end of 
the anterior neck. 
Length 0.75 mm. 
1!.!. inoidenta occurs commonly in both the ~ebberville and 
the raylor. Its size renders it quite noticeable; other 
species of Lagana in these formations are much smaller. 
Locality: Hays County, on the r oad from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. I. 
LAGENA HI SPIDA Reuss 
Pl. 12, fig. 2 
(PleBiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 59) 
La'ena hi~ida Reuss, 1858, Zeit. deutsch. g. Gessal., Vol. 
O, P• 4 4. 
Laiena hispida Id., 1862, Sitz. k. Akad. J iss. Wien, Vol. 
tvt, p. 335, pl. 6, figs. 77- 79. 
La,ena his~ida rerquem and Berthelin, 1875, Hem. Soc. Geol. 
ranee,- er. II, Vol. 10, p. 14, pl. 1, figs. 9 a, c. 
La\ena b.ispida rerquem, 1882, Hem. Soc. Geol. France, Ser. III, 
o1. II, p. 28, pl. 1, fig. 13. 
Lafena b.ispida Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, (Zool.), p. 
59, pl. 57, figs. 1- 4; pl. 59, figs. 2- 5. . 
La\ena hispida rerquem, 18G6, Mem. Soc. Gaol. France, Ser. III, 
o1. IV, p. 7, pl. 1, figs. 8, 9. 
L,ena hispida Haeusler, 1887, Neues Jahrb., Vol. 1, p. 185, pl. 
, figs. 'I- 13. 
Test small, circular to subcircular, with a slender neck 
located anteriorly; monothalamous; hispid; aperture formed by 
the open end of the neck. · 
Diameter 0.20 to 0.40 mm. 
rhis species occurs very rarely in the basal Webberville, 
and occasionally in the Taylor. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road frcm Niederwald to 
Loakhart- Basal Webberville • 
LA.GENA MUCRONArA Terquem and Berthelin 
Pl. 13, fig. 3 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 60) 
La'ena mucronata ·rerquem and Berthelin, 1875, Mem. Soc. Geol. 
ranee, Ser. 11, vol. X, p. 14, pl. 1, figs. 8 a- c. 
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rest spherical, apiculate; momothalomous; wall very slightly 
tuberculate; aperture with a very small neak. 
Diameter 0.25 mm. 
only one specimen was found in the samples of ::vebberville 
examined. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 
30 feet above the water's edge. 
LA.GENA BREVISPINA n. sp. 
Pl. 13, fig. 4 
(Holotype- univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 61) 
Test large, inflated, subpyriform, apiculate; wall smooth 
except -:for two or three sh'ort, sea ttered spines about the base; 
aperture large, rom1d, radiate. 
Diameter 0.40 mm.; length 0.45 nm. 
Nothing can be said of the vertical range of this species 
as only one specimen was found in the samples examined. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Loakhart- Sta. 2. 
Family POLY1l0RPHINIDAE 
Subfamily POLYl~ORPHININAE 
Genus GUTrULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
GUTTULINA COMHUIUS d' Qrbigny 
Pl. 12, fig. 3 
(Plesiotype, u.niv. of rexas Geol. Coll. 62) 
Guttulina communis d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. VII, 
P• 266, No. 15, pl. 12, figs. 1- 4. 
Guttulina communis Roemer, 1838, Neues Jahrbuch, p. 385, pl. 
3' fig. 29. 
Polymorlhina communis d' Orbigny, 1846, :B1oram. Foss. Vienna, 
p. 22 , pl. 13, figs. 6- 8. 
Guttulina communis Egger, 1857, Neues Jahrbuch, p. 288, pl. 
13, fig. 16- 18. 
Polymorphina communis H. B. Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1870, 
Trans. Linn. ..:i oc., Vol. XX VII, p. 224, pl. 39, f ig. 10. 
Guttulina communis :rerquem, 1878,Hem. Soc. Geol. France, Ser. 
III, Vol. !, p. 45, pl. 4, figs. 15- 18. 
Guttulina communis Id., 1882, Mam. Soc. Geol. France, Ser. 
III, Vol. II, p. 134, pl. 13, fi~ s. 40- 42. 
Polroorphina communis H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, 
( ool:J, p. 568, pl. 72, fig. 19. 
Polr.or!hina communis Chapman, 1896, Jour. noy. Hie. Soc. P• 
1 , p • 2, fig. 15. 
Polymorihina communis 1n1nt, 1899, Ann. Rpt. U. S. Nat. I.ru.s., 
for ~97, pj 319, pl. 67, fig. 6. 
Polymor1hina communis Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, 
Part II, P• 87, pl. 37, fig. 7. 
Polymorphina communis Id., 1920, u. s. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 128, p. 68, pl. 4, fig. 5. 
Polb:or~hina communis Id., 1923, u. s. Wat. uus. Bull. 
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1 , art IV, p. 147, pl. 40, figs. 1, 2. 
Guttulina com.~unis Id., 1928, Contrib. Cushman Lab. Foram. 
Res., Vo1. IV, Part I, p. 14. 
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1.'est subovate, very slightly compressed, ultimate end gently 
tapered, posterior end broadly rounded; chambers few, 4 to 5 
visible, more posteriorly, much inflated; sutures oblique, deep-
ly depressed; wall thick, polished, smooth.; aperture slightly pro-
truding, radiate. 
Length 0.40 to 0.50 mm. 
l'his species is sparingly common in the Hebberville and oo-
curs also in the basal Midway and high.er rertiaries. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, O feet 
above the water's edge. 
GU:rTULINA PROBLEMA d' Orbigny 
Pl. 12, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of rexas Geol. Coll. 63) 
Guttulina iroblema d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Soi. Nat., Vol. VII, 
p. 266 t 0. 14. 
Guttulina problema Id., 1846, Foram. Foss. Vienna, p. 
224, pl. 12, figs. 26- 28. 
Guttulina problema Egger, 1857, Neues Jahrbuch, p. 287, pl. 
1o, figs. 23- 25. 
Po~orphina problema H. B. Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1870, 
ans. "fiirin: soc., Vol. XXVII, p. 225, pl. 39, figs. 11 a, b. 
Pol¥c)orphina problema H. B. ~rady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, ( 001:), p. 568, pl. 72, fig. 20; pl. 73, fig. 1. 
Polymorphina problema ld., 1887, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., p. 913. 
Polrcorpliina problema Heron-Allen and Earland, 1916, Jour. Roy. 
Mc. Soc., P• 49. 
rest elongate, vary slightly compressed, subovate in trans-
verse section, tapering rather sharply ant.eriorly and abrupt l.y to-
ward the bluntly rounded posterior end; chambers inflated, 4 al-
ways visible, increasing in size from the initial end, the last 
chamber long and somewhat embracing; sutures depressed, slightly 
curved, oblique; wall smooth, glistening; aperture central, termi-
nal, radiate, protruding. 
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Length about 0.75 mm. 
Cllly one specimen of this species was fow1d in the samples 
examined. 
Locality: rravis County, Onion Creek, near Jel Valle, 30 
feet above the water's edge. 
GUr-rT.JLINA OBLONGA ( d I Orbigny) 
Pl. 12, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- trniv. of Texas Gaol. Coll, 64) 
Poll?D.or~hina oblon'a d'Qrbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Vienne, 
p' 2! , pl. 12, igs. 29- 31. 
Polymor!hina uvaeformis Reuss, 1855, Zeit. d. deutsch. gaol. 
Gesel • , Vol. VII, p. 289, fig. 5. 
Po~or~ina gutta ta 1d., 1S70, Sitz. k. 1\kad. Wiss. Wien, 
Vo • .. II, p. 487. 
Polfgorphina oblong& H. B. B:ady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, ( oo1:J, p. 569, pl. 73, figs. 2 and 4. 
Polyniorphina oblonga Cushman, 1913, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, 
Part III, p. 88, pl. 37, fig. 6. 
Test elongate, somewhat rhomboid in outline, slightly com-
pressed, roughly oval in cross section; chambers inflated, 6 
visible, increasing in size toward the oral end; sutures faintly 
curved, depressed; wall smooth, glistening; aperture terminal, 
radiate. 
Length a~out 0.75 mm. 
()lly one specimen was found in the samples of Webberville 
examined. lhis species occurs ccmmonly, however, with G. ~ 
munis d'Orbigny and Q..:. problema d'Orbigny. 
Locality: Travis Coru1ty, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 25 
feet above the water's edge. 
GLOBULINA LACrE.A (Walker and Jacob) 
Pl. 14, fig. 1 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 65) 
Serpula laotea Walker and Jacob, 1798, Adam•s Essays, ed. 2, 
P• 634, pl. 24, fig. 4. 
Polymor;pb.ina lactea Williamson, 1858, Reo. Foram. Gr. Brit., 
P• 71, pl. 6, fig. 147. 
Po1!fo~ina lactea .Parker and Jones, 1870, rrans. Linn. Soc., 
vo • VII, ;p. 213, pl. 39, fig. 1. 
Polf&or;phina lactea H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, 
( oot:), ;p. 559, ;pl. 71, fig. 11. 
Polymornhina lactea Burrows, Sherborn, and Bailey, 1896, Jour. 
Roy. io. Soc., p. 561, pl. 11, fig. 9. 
Polr;orphina lactea Chapman, 1896, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soo., p. 9, 
p • 2; fig. 3. 
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Po1¥for~ina lactea Sidebottom, 1907, Mem. and Proc. Manchester 
L •• 11. Soc., Vol. LI, No. 9, p. 9, pl. 2, fig. 11. 
Polzmor;phina la ct ea Cushman, 1913, u. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, 
Part !II, P• 84, pl. 34, fig. s. 
Polymorphina lactea Id., 1920, u. s. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 128, p, 68; pl. 11, figs. 3, 4. 
Polymorlhina lac tea Id., 1923, u. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 104, 
part v, pl. 146, pl. 39, figs. 9, 11. 
Test subovate, broadest in the initial portion; chambers 
few, 3 to 4, oblique, slightly inflated; sutures oblique, not 
depressed; wall smooth, glistening; aperture radiate. 
Diameter 0.25- 0.30 mm. 
From G. gibba (d'Orbigny) this species may be distinguished 
by its smaller size, the slight inflation of chambers, and its 
more oblique sutures. Guttulina communis d'Orbigny is a much 
larger form with inflated chambers and depressed sutures. 
G. lac tea is common in the basal Hidway and is found rarely 
in the 'Jebberville. 
~ocality: rravis County, union Creek, near Del Valle, 25 
feet above the water's edge. 
GLOBULINA LACTEA (Walker and Jacob) 
(fistulose form) 
Pl. 14, fig. 2 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 66) 
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Test subovate, somewhat flattened; chambers few, only three 
visible in this specimen~ very slightly inflated; sutures ob-
lique, not depressed; wall smooth. 
Only one specimen was found. it is included merely to in-
dicate the existence of fistulose forms in the ~ebbervillt • 
Locality: :rravis County, cnion Creek, near ~el VS.lle, 20 
• feet above the water's edge • 
. !tAMULINA Sp. 
Pl. 14, fig.3 
(Holotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 67} 
Only one specimen was found in the Webberville material 
examined. Seven stolen tubes branch from the smooth, swollen 
part of the test. Th.is specimen closely resembles li.!. globi-
!!!! Brady except for tb.e smoothness of its suri·ace. it is 
included only to show the existence of Ramulina in the ITebber-
ville. A similar and perhaps identical form was found by Mrs. 
Plummer in tb.e Midway. 
Locality: Travis County, union Creek, near ~el Valle, 20 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family NONIONIDAE 
Genus NON ION Montfort Montfort, 1808 
NONION 1lURGIDA (Williamson) 
Pl. 14, fig. 4 a, b 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of rexas Geol. Coll. 68} 
Rotalina turgida ~illiamson, 1858, Rec. Foram. Gt. Brit., p. 
5o, p1. 4, figs. 95- 97. 
Nonionina turgida H. B. Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, (Z:oo1.), p. 731, pl. 109, figs. 17- 19. 
Nonionina turgida Cushman, 1914, u. s. Nat. :Mus. Bull. 71, 
Part !V, P• 29, pl. 15, fig. 3. 
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Test subovate in outline, bilaterally symmetrical to 
slightly unsymmetrical, umbilicate; chambers 8 t~ 9, enlarging 
gradually with maturity, not inflated except for the final 
chamber which is broadly inflated and embracing; sutures de-
pressed; wall smooth; aperture a small opening at the base of 
the final segment. 
Length up to 0.25 mm. 
This species is found .rarely throughout the :Midway and it 
occurs frequently in the upper Webberville. 
Locality: rravis CoWlty, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
NONION SCAPHA Fiohtel and Moll 
Pl. 14, fig. 5 a, b, o 
(Plesioty:pes- univ. of rexas Geol. Coll. 69) 
Nonionina soa!ha Jones, Parker, and Brady, 1866, Crag Fora.m., 
Pai. soc. , .. IX'. , pl. 2 , figs. 3 6 , 3 7 • 
Nonionina scapha Brady, 1867, Nat. Hist. rrans. Northumb. I, 
1865- 67, P• 106, pl. 12, fig. 10 a, b. 
Nonionina scapha Terrigi, 1883, Atti Acc. Pont. Nuovi Lincei, 
Vol. :X:XXV, P• 202, pl. 4, fig. 47. 
Nonionina sca~ha Brady, 1884, Challenger, Vol. IX, (Zool.), P• 
730, pl. 1 9, fig. 14, 15. 
Nonionina scatha Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1888, :rrans. Zool. 
Soc., vo1. !!, p. 230, pl. 43, fig. 20. 
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Test broadly oval in outline, umbilicate, slightly oom-
pressed in the initial portion, inflated above, periphery ob-
tuse to rounded; chambers 8 to 9, increasing rapidly in size, 
the faoe of the final chamber and rather flattened, embracing; 
sutures distinct, depressed, faintly; wall smooth; aperture a 
small orifice at the base of the final chamber. 
Length about 0.25 mm. 
This species occurs sparingly in the ~ebberville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near D~l Valle, 
40 feet above the water 1 s edge. 
Family HETEROHELICIDAE 
Genus GUEM:BELINA Egger, 1899 
GUEMBELINA GLOBULOSA (Ehrenberg) 
Pl. 15, fig. 1 
(PlesiotYI>e- Univ. of Tex.as Geol. Coll. 70} 
Textularia globulosa Ehrenberg, 1846, Williamson, Mem. Lit. 
Phli. Soo. Manchester, Ser. 11, Vol • . y:rrr, p. 76. 
Te:xtularia ~lobulosa Id., 1847, Abh • .Akad. niss. Berlin, 
P• 446, p • 2, £!gs. 78, 79. 
Guembelina globulosa Moreman, 1927, Jour. of Paleon. Vol. 1, 
No. 1, p. 99, pi. 16, fig. 10. 
rest elongate, tapered toward the sharply pointed initial 
end, broad at the oral end, periphery broadly rounded; chambers 
biserial, 6 to 'I on each side, subglobular, inflated; sutures 
straight, oblique, depressed; wall smooth; aperture elongate, 
rounded at the ends, lying at the base of the final chamber. 
Length up to about 0.60 mm. 
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!'his species occurs throughout the Gulf Series and is, 
for that reason, of little importance as a marker. rt has not 
been found in any overlying beds. Its greater abundance in the 
lower beds of the ~.ebberville and its lesser ocourenoe in tfle 
upper portion indicates the weakening and final extinction of 
. tb.e species. 
Locality: Caldwell County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Loakhart - Sta. 9. 
GUBMBELINA EXCOLATA Cushman 
Pl. 15, fig. 2 
(PlesiotYl'e- Univ. of l'exas Geol. Coll. 71) 
Guembelina excolata Cushman, 1926, Contrib. Cushman Lab. Foram. 
Res., Vol. II, Part I, p. 20, pl. 2, fig. 9. 
Test subtriangular, ccmpressed, lateral margins rounded, 
broadest at the apertural end and tapered at the initial end; 
chambers biserial, slightly inflated, last one sometimes smaller 
than tne preceding ones; sutures straight, oblique, slightly de-
pressed; wall calcareous, marked by coarse, discontinuous striae 
arising at the intermedial line of sutures and extending out and 
downward; aperture at the base of the last cnamber. 
Length. 0.50 mm. 
This species is found very sparingly in the ~ebberville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 10 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus PSEUDOrEXl1ULARIA R~ehak, 1886 
PSEUDOrEXrULARIA FRACrICOSA (Bgger} 
Pl. 15, fig. 3 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of rexas Geol. Coll. 72) 
Pseudotextularia fracticosa Egger, 1899, Abh. kon. bay • .Akad 
w!ss. Munohen, c1. II, Vol. XXI. 
PBeudotextularia fracticosa Thomas and Rice, 1927, Jour. of 
Pa!eont., Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 143, 144, fig. 1, No. 11. 
rest subtriangular or fan-shaped, flattened, aboral end 
sharply pointed, chambers planospiral at least in the initial 
portion of microspheric forms, later chambers subglobula:r, ar-
ranged in a more or less sp.iral manner about the upper portion 
of the test; wall ornamented by numerous fine, parallel striae 
arising independently and running the length of the chambers; 
aperture large, broad, arched. 
Length 0.50 mm. 
This species is ch~racteristic of the upper Webberville 
faunule. 
Locality: Travis County, Ch.ion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
PSEUD 0 rEX TULAR IA COMPRES SA n • sp • 
(megalospheric form) 
Pl. 15, fig. 4 a,b 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 73} 
• 
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pseudotextularia b, 1926, Plummer, univ. of rexas Bull. 2644, P• 
172, pl. 2, fig-; 2 a, b. 
rest elongate, tapered, compressed; early chambers very 
small, later chambers subglobular, biserial, quite oblique; su-
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tures distinct, oblique, depressed, median line almost straight; 
ornamented by numerous fine, parallel striae originating on eaob... 
chamber at the median line of sutures and extending out and down-
ward; aperture large, highly arched, faintly rimmed. 
Length 0,50 mm. 
'lb.is is another species diagnostic of the Webberville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
PSEUD011EXrULARIA INFLATA n. sp. 
Pl. 15, fig. 5 a, b 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 74) 
Pseudotextularia c, Plummer, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2644, p. 
172, pl. 2, fig: 3 a, c. 
Test large, tapered; chambers biserial, increasing rapidly 
in size from the small, somewhat flattened, initial chambers to 
the final ones which are three times as large as the preceding 
pari and greatly inflated; sutures distinct, straight, depressed; 
wall ornamented by medium coarse striae extending the length af 
the chambers; aperture large, broad, rounded at the ends, faint-
ly rimmed. 
Length up to 0.75 mm. 
lb.is species is easily distinguished from the other Pseudmi-
textularian forms by the size and inflation of the final chambers 
at maturity. 
P. inflata is diagnostic of the ·.7ebberville. '.I.be specimen 
figured is from the upper beds of the formation. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle, O 
feet above the water's edge. 
PSEUDOrEXTUL.ARIA cosrATA n. sp. 
Pl. 16, fig. l a, b 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 75) 
Pseudotextularia a, Plwnmer, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2644, 
p. 172, pl. 2, ~ig. l. 
~eat elongate, tapered, compressed, parallel to a plane 
passing through the median line of sutures, about twice as · 
thick as wide; chambers increasing gradually in size from the 
sharply pointed initial end, narrow in front view, ver7 broad 
and low in side view; sutures distinct, forming a zigzag line 
down tb.e center of the test, arcb.ed gently in side view; wall 
ornamented by numerous, moderately fine, longitudinal striae; 
aperture very broad, low but arched, faintly rimmed. 
Length up to 0.60 mm. 
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1'b.is species is conspicuous for the thickness of its test, 
its narrowness in front view, and the truncation of the final 
ob.amber. 
In the upper Webberville specimens of this species are 
moderately common. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
PSEUDO:rEX1.1lJL..l..T.\IA COHPACrA n. sp. 
Pl. 16, fig. 2 a, b 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 76) 
Pseudote:x:tularia d Plummer, 1926, Uhiv. of Texas Bull. 2644, 
P• 172, pl. 2, ?ig. 4. 
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rest elongate, tapered to .a point at the initial end; oham-
bers biserial, inflated, compact, gradually increasing in size 
toward maturity; sutures distinct, depressed;vtall ornamented by 
distinct but fine striae; aperture elongate, low, gently arched, 
faintly rimmed, located at the base of the final chamber. 
Length up to 0.55 mm. 
Tb.is is another · of the Pseudote:x:tularian forms found so 
cormnonly in the upper Webberville. 
Looality: ?ravis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
Genus PSEUDOUVIGERINA Cushman, 1927 
PSEUDOUVIGEilINA CR.IS rArA (Marsson) 
Pl. 16, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- trniv. of re.xas Geol. Coll. 77) 
UVigerina cristata Marsson, 1878, Hitth. Nat. Ver. Neu-Vorpom-
mern u. Rugen, Jahrg. 10, p. 150, pl. 3, figs. 20 a- o. 
pseudouvi§erina cristata Cushman, 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab. 
Foram. es., Vol. 11, Part IV, p. 81. 
fest small, elongate, tapered Slightly, subtriangular in 
oross section, peripheral margins truncate; initial chambers bi-
seri~l, later chambers triserial and slightly inflated; sutures 
distinct, depressed; wall smooth; aperture terminal, round, with 
a tubular neck. 
Length up to o.50 mm. 
This species occurs sparingly in the Webberville. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del "Valle, 25 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family BULIMINID.AE 
Genus BULD~IN.A d' orb igny, 1826 
BULIMINA PUPOIDES d' Orbigny 
Pl. 16, fig. 4 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 78) 
Bulimina pu~oides d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Vien, P• 185, 
pi. 11, rigs. Il, 12. 
Bulimina pupoides Williamson, 1858, Rec. Foram. Gt. Brit., p. 
62, pl. 5, figs. 124, 125. 
Bulimina presli var. pu~oides Parker and Jones, 1862, rntrod. 
Foram., Append ix, p. 11. 
Bulimina pupoides Terrigi, 1880, Atti della Accad. Pont., ann. 
ii!vt, P• 19!, pl. 2, figs. 30- 34. 
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Bulimina pupoides Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 400, pl. 50, fig. 
15 a, b. 
Test short, stout, cylindrical, tapered toward the bluntly 
pointed oral extremity, aboral end broadly rounded; chambers in 
whorls, three to each whorl, irregularly disposed about the 
longitudinal axis, later ones the largest, little inflated; su-
tures faintly depressed;wall smooth; aperture a vertical slit 
with a plate-like tooth, at the base of the septal face. 
Length 0.50- 0.60 mm. 
B. pupoides is very sblilar to IL!. quadrata Pl'Wl1lller found in 
the upper Midway. From this species it may be distinguished by 
the greater inflation of its chambers and the bluntness of the 
initial end. 
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Tb.is speoies is common throughout the Webberville formation. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
BULIMINA ACULEATA d' Qrbigny 
Pl. 16, fig. 5 
(Plesiotype- univ. of rexas Gaol. Coll. J9) 
Bulimina aouleata d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. VII, 
. P• 269, Modale No. 7. 
Bulimina aouleata Reuss, 1850, Denk, Akad. 7iss. ~ien, Vol. 1, 
P• 374, pl. 47, fig. 13. 
Bulimina aculeata Jones, Parker, and Brady, 1866, Crag. Foram, 
Pal. Soc., Vol. XIX, pl. 3, figs. 1, 2. 
Bulimina aculeata Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 406, pl. 51, figs. 
7- 9. 
Bulimina aculeata Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1888, :rrans. zool. 
soc., Vo!. XII, P• 220, pl. 43, fig. a. 
Bulimina aouleata Flint, 1899, .Ann. Rpt. u. s. Nat. lirtis., for 
1897, pl. 37, fig. 4. 
Bulimina aculeata Cushman, 1911, u. s. Nat. 1rus. Bull. 71, part 
11, p, 86, figs. 139 a, b (text). 
Bulimina aculeata Id., 1921, u. s. Nat. Mus. Bull. 100, Vol. 
!V, p. 161, p1. 31, fig. 5. 
Bulimina aculeata Id., 1922, u. s. Nat. Hus. Bull. 104, Part 
III, p. 96, pl. 22, figs. 1, 2. 
Test elongate, tapered, apiculate; chambers numerous, in-
flated, overlapping, arranged in whorls of three chambers each; 
sutures depressed; early and intermediate chambers ornamented by 
numerous s11ort spines, later chambers smooth; aperture a curved 
slit lying at the base of the final chamber. 
Length up to 0.50 mm. 
This species is of no stratigraphic importance since it oc-
curs frequently in the upper Midway and rarely in the Webberville. 
Locality: Well sample- 800- 812 feet. 
Genus BOLIVINA d 1 Qrbigny, 1839 
BOLIVINA GEMMA Cushman 
Pl. 17, fig. 1 a, b 
·(Ple siotype- Uhi v. of Texas Geol. Coll. 80) 
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Bolivina gemma Cushman, 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab. Foram. Res •• 
P• 67, pl. 12, figs. 3 a, b. 
Test elongate, compressed, initial end bluntly pointed, 
tapered toward the rounded apical end; chambers biserial, 7 to 
B on each side, low, broad; sutures straight, oblique, somewhat 
limbate, marked by clear, triangular nodes at the median line 
of sutures; test calcareous, smooth; aperture terminal, an 
elongate slit. 
Length up to 1 mm. 
Th.is is a common species in the Webberville formation. 
z,ocality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 1. 
BOLIVINA TEGULArA Reuss 
Pl• 17 , fig • 2 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 81] 
Bolivna tegulata Reuss, 1851, Haidinger's Naturw. Abhandl., 
Vol. IV P• 29, pl. 4, fig. 12. 
Bolivina te~ulata Egger, 1899, ~bhandl. kon. bay. Akad. ~iss. 
MW1c5en, 1. II, Vol. XXI, Part 1, p. 45, pl. 16, figs. 10-11. 
Bolivina tefllata Franke, 1925, Abb.andl. gaol. pal. J.nstit. 
Uriiv. Grei swald, Vol. VI, p. 21, pl. 2, fig. 7. 
Bolivina tegulata Cushman, 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab. Foram. 
Res., Vol. II, part IV, P• 86, 87, pl. 12, fig. 2. 
Test elongate, compressed, oral extremity rounded, tapered 
toward the subacuteS:>oral extremity, lateral margins rounded; 
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chambers numerous, almost as high as broad, biserial, 9 to 10 
on eaeh side, increasing in size with age; sutures straight, 
slightly depressed, oblique; wall smooth; aperture an elongate 
Slit. 
Length up to 0.45 mm. 
Tb.is species has been reported from the Webberville, the 
Tqlor, and the Brownstown marl. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from niederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. l. 
BOLIVINA INCRASSArA Reuss 
Pl. 17, fig. 3 a, b 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 82) 
Bolivina incrassata Reuss, 1851, Haidinger•s Nat. Abhandl., 
Vol. IV, P• 29, pl. 4, fig. 13. 
Bolivina incrassata Egger, 1899, Abhandl. kon. bay. f.kad. ~iss. 
Miiiichen, Cl. II Vol. XXI, Part l, P• 45, pl. 16, figs. 4 5. 
Bolivina incrassata Franke, 1925, Abhandl. gaol. pal • .LnStit. 
univ. Greifswald, Vol. YI, p. 21, pl. 2, fig. 8. 
Bolivina incrassata Cushman, 1926, Contrib. Cushman r,a.b. Foram. 
Res., Vol. II, Part I, p. 19, pl. 2, figs. 1 a, b. 
Test elongate, compressed, oral end bluntly pointed, taper-
ed toward the obtuse apical extremity; chambers low and broad, 
biserial, 8 to 9 on each side, increasing in length with age; 
sutures straight, faintly depressed clear lines; test smooth; 
aperture large, an elongate slit. 
Length up to 1.25 mm. 
This species occurs in the 7ebberville and in the _trJ.nona 
Chalk. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Loolchart- Sta. 1. 
Genus LOXOSI'OMUM Ehrenberg, 1854 
Loxosrm.mM PLAII'A (Carsey} 
Pl. 17, fig. 4 a,b 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 83) 
Bolivina plaita Carsey, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2612, p. 
26, pl. 4, £ig. 2. 
Proroporus plaita Cushman, 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab. Foram. 
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Res., Vol. II, Part IV, p. 89, pl. 12, figs. 7 a, b. 
Lo:x:o stomwn ~lai ta Cushman, 1928, .B..,oraminif era, lb.air Classifi-
cation an Economic Uses, pl. 27, fig. 9. 
Test elongate, about five times as long as broad, often 
twisted on its long axis, laterally compressed, tapered poster-
iorly, a.nter ior e:x:tremi ty subacute , lateral margins narrow, 
rounded; chambers numerous, biserially arranged, 9 to 10 on 
each side, lower than broad; sutures narrow dark lines, slight-
ly depressed, oblique, not quite straight, extending entirely 
across the test in the later portion; wall calcareous, smooth; 
aperture elliptical, terminal, central. 
Length about o.70 mm. 
Tb.is species is ccmmon in the Webberville and is found oo-
oasionally in the T·aylor. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 0 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family ROI'ALIDAB 
Subfamily DISCORBISINAB 
Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 1804 
DISCORBIS CORRECTA Carsey 
Pl. 17, fig. 5 a,b 
{Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 84) 
Disoorbis oorrecta Carsey, 1926, univ. of Texas Bull. 2612, 
P• 45, pl. 3, figs. 5 a, b. 
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Test trochoid, ccmpressed, convex dorsally, flat or con-
cave ventrally; peripheral margin acute, lobulated; chambers 
numerous, the last one larger than the others and slightly in-
flated, two to three whorls visible on the upper side, 6 to 8 
chambers in the last formed whorl; sutures depressed, strongly 
curved; aperture at the base of the final chamber, slightly 
ventral. 
Diameter from 0.30 - 0,50 mm, . 
~his species is com.~on in the Webberville and in the up-
per. part of the Taylor. It occurs rarely in the Del Rio. Its 
wide range renders it of little use as a marker. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 
25 feet above the water's edge. 
Genus GYROIDINA d•Orbigny, 1826 
G'IROIDINA SOLDANII ( d' orbigny) var. TI'BBBERVILLENSIS n. var. 
Pl. 13, fig. 5 a, b 
(Holotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 85) 
Test subcircular, slightly convex dorsally, conical ventral-
ly, periphery rounded; chambers numerous, about two convolutions 
dorsally and one ventrally, 8 to 9 chambers in the last whorl, 
full but not inflated; sutures on dorsal side almost straight, 
slightly oblique, flush, faintly depressed between the last two 
or three chambers; sutures straight, radial ventrally, flush, 
very faintly depressed between later chambers; wall smooth, 
glistening; aperture a long, narrow, faintly rimmed slit at the 
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base of the broad septal face, lying about half way between the 
periphery and the umbilicus. 
Diameter 0.40 mm.; thickness 0.35 mm. 
Tb.is species is found aparingly in the Webberville, a 
variety of the same species, ~ soldanii (d'Qrbigny) var. 
aubangulata Plummer, having more chambers and a blw1tly angular 
periphery, occurs in the Midway. The periphery of the type 
species, described from the Miocene of the Vienna Basin, is 
more angular than any of the varieties found in the Texas geolog-
ic section. 
Locality: Hays County, on the road from Niederwald to 
Lockhart - Sta. l. 
Subfamily ROTALLINAE 
ROT.ALIA CRETACEA Carsey 
Pl. 18, fig. l a, b 
(Plesioty:pe- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 86J 
Rotalia cretaoea Qarsey, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 2612 P• 
48, pl. 5, figs. 1 a, b. 
Test trochoid, two to three convoluti~ns visible on 1he up-
per side, quite convex ventrally, less convex dorsally, umbili-
cate, periphery narrowly rounded; chambers numerous, 12 in the 
last whorl; sutures curved dorsally, slightly depressed between 
the final chambers, straight and radiate ventrally, slightly de-
pressed; aperture ventral, a narrow slit at the base of the final 
ob.amber. 
Diameter up to 0 .45 um. 
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This species is common in the ITebberville. rt occurs less 
abundantly in th.e upper :Paylor, and rarely in th.e Del Rio. 
R. oretacea resembles R. aequilateralis Plummer found in 
- - ---------
the Midway and upper Webberville but the latter is smaller and 
has fewer chambers. This species is more convex dorsally while 
the convexity of !i!_ cretacea is greatest on the ventral side. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 35 
feet above the water's edge. 
ROTALIA AEQUILArERALIS Plummer 
Pl~ 18, fig. 2 a, b, c 
(Plesiotype- Uhiv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 8'/) 
Rotalia aequilateralis Plummer, 1926, univ. of Texas Bull. 
2644, p. 155, pl. 12, figs. 3 a-c. 
Test coiled, two and one-half convolutions visible on the 
under side and one on the upper side, slig~tly more convex dor-
sally than ventrally, periphery narrowly rounded, lobate between 
the final chambers; chambers, 10 in the last formed whorl; su-
tures straight, radial, slightly elevated near the umbilicus on 
the ventral side, curved, flush except between the final chambers 
on the dorsal side; aperture ventral, a narrow slit at the base 
of the final chamber. 
Diameter up to 0.40 mm. 
~ aequilateralis is found but rarely in the upper Webber-
ville to which horizon it is confined in the Cretaceous section 
of rexas. It is found, however, in the overlying Midway, more 
abundantly in the upper faunule. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
Subfamily SIPHONINAE 
Genus EPIS t OMINA Terquem, 1883 
EPISTOMIN~ PARTSCFILANA (d'Orbigny) 
Pl. 18 , fig. 3 a, b, c 
(Plesioty:pe- Univ. of Texas Geel. Coll. 88) 
Rotalina partschiana d'OTbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Vienne, P• 
153, pl. 7, figs. 28- 30; pl. 8, figs. 1- ~. 
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Rotalia elegans Parker and Jones, 1860, Quart. Jour. Geol. 
soo., Vol. !VI, P• 455, pl. 20, fig. 46. 
Pul.Vinulina repanda var. elegans Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. 
Trans., Vol. Ct.LV, p. 397, pl. 16, figs. 44- 46. 
Rotalia flosculiformis Schwager, 1866, Novara- Exped., geol. 
ttie11, Vol, II, P• 262, pl. 7, fig. 109. 
Pulvinulina partachiana Reuss, 1870, Sitz • .Akad. Wiss. Wien, 
vo1. LXII, p. 36. 
Pu.lvinulina elegans Blake, 1876, Yorkshire Lias, p. 472, pl. 
17, figs. 38,. 38 a, 
Placentula ele~ans Berthelin, 1882, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, 
ser. III, Vo • II, p. 16. 
Pulvinulina ~artscb.iana H. B, Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 699, 
pl. 1o5, fig. 3 a, b, c. 
Pulvinulina partscE1iana Flint, 1899, llnn. Rpt. u. s. Nat. 1.ru.s. 
for 1897, p. 331, pl. 75, fig. 3. 
PuJ.vinulina partschiana Millet, 1904, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., P• 
502. 
Pu.lvinulina partschiana Chapman, 1909, Proc. Roy. Soc. Victoria 
n. s., Vol. XXII, p. 287. 
Pul.vinulina partschiana Crohman, 1915, u. s. Nat. uus. Bull. 71, 
Part v, p. 64, fig. 60 (text J. 
Epistomina partschiana Cushman, 1927, Bull. Scripps Inst. 
Ocean., I'ecli Ser., Vol. I, No. X, p. 163, pl. 5, figs. 4, 5. 
Test subcircular in outline, dorsal side more convex than 
the ventral, trochoid, two whorls visible on the dorsal side 
and one on the ventral, periphery subacute, faintly lobate be-
tween the later chambers; chambers numerous, later ones slight-
ly inflated, 7 to 9 in the last whorl; sutures on the dorsal 
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side curved, marked by clear bends flush with the surface ex-
cept between the last three or four chambers where they are de-
pressed, those on the ventral side curved, radiating from a 
very small, only slightly elevated, clear, central boss, de-
pressed in the later portion; wall smooth; aperture ventral, 
extending from the periphery half way to the umbilicus. 
Diameter up to o.45 mm. 
This species is found sparingly in the faunule of the up-
per Midway and the upper ~ebberville. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 25 
feet above the water's edge. 
Family CHILOSrohlELLID.AE 
Subfamily .ALLCMORPHINELLIN.AE 
Genus PULLENIA Parker arid Jones, 1862 
PULLENIA Q.UINQUELOBA (Reus!=!) 
Pl. 18, fig. 4 a, b 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 89) 
Nonionina qu3=nqueloba Reuss, 1851, Zeit. deutsch. geol. Gesell., 
Vo!. III, P• 47, pl. 5, fig. 31. 
Pullenia s~haeroides Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. Trans., Vol. 
ctv, P• 68, pl. 17, fig. 53. 
Pullenia quinqueloba H. B. Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1888, 
Trans. tool. soo., Vol. XII, P• 226, pl. 43, figs. 22, 23. 
Pullenia quinqueloba Burrows and Holland, 1897, Proc. Gaol. 
lssoc., P• 47, pl. 2, fig. 21. 
Pullenia quiniueloba Flint, 1899, .1.nn. Rpt. u. s. Nat. t!Us., for 
1897, P• 32 , pl. TO, fig. 5. 
Pullenia quinqueloba Cusb.man, 1914, u. s. Nat. uus. Bull. 71, 
Part !v, p. 21, pi. 13 , fig. 2. 
PuJ.lenia quinqueloba Halkyard, 1917, Mem. Proc. Hanchester Lit. 
phli. Soc., Vol. LXII, P• 104. 
Pullenia quinqueloba Cushman, 1924, u. s. Nat. uus. Bull. 104, 
part v, P• 42, pi. 8, figs. 5- 9, and II. 
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Pulienia quinqueloba Her en-Allen and Earla:o,d, 1924, Jour. Roy. 
Mio. soc., p. 166. 
) 
rest biconvex, Slightly asymmet rical, not inflated, invo-
lute, periphery rounded, lobulated in later portion; chambers 
5 to 6, not inflated, last chamber the largest; sutures distinct 
but not deeply depressed, only sligl1tly curved; ITall smooth; 
aperture a narrow slit at the base of the relatively large, some-
what triangular apertural face. 
Diameter about o.30 mm. 
!.!_ quinquelQ»a is found sparingly in the Webberville and 
rarely in the upper Midway. 
Locality; Hays County, on the road frcm Liederwald to 
Lockhart- Sta. 2. 
Family GLOBIGERINIDAE 
Subfamily GLQBIGERININAE 
Genus GLOBIGERINA d'Drbigny, 1826 
GLQBIGERINA CRETACEA d'Orbigny 
Pl. 18, fig. 5 a, ~ 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 90) 
Globigerina cretaoea d'Qrbigny, 1~40, Mem. Soc. Geol. France, 
Ser. I, Vol. 4, p ·. 34, pl. 3, figs. 12- 14. 
Globigerina cretacea Reuss, 1845-6, Verstein. Bohm. K:reide, 
vo1. !, p. 36, pl. 8, fig. 55. 
Globigerina cretacea Brady, 1884, Challenger, P• 596, pl. 82, 
f'ig. 10 a- c. 
Globigerina cretaoea M.a.riani,_1899, Boll. Soc. Geel. Ital., 
Vol. V!!, P• 289, pl. 10, figs. 18, 19. 
Test rotaliaform, two and one-half to three convolutions 
visible on the flattened or slightly convex dorsal side and one 
on the ventral side which is depressed toward the umbilicus, 
periphery rounded, lobulated; chambers small, inflated, 5 to 
a in the last whorl; sutures distinct, straight, depressed; 
wall coarsely perforate; aperture multiple, opening into the 
umbilical depression. 
Diameter up to 0.50 mm. 
G. cretaces is of no importance as a marker because of 
its wide vertical range. It is found sparingly in the Coman-
chean and abundantly in the Gulf Series of Texas. 
Locality: Travis County, cnion Creek, near Del Valle, 35 
feet above the water's edge. 
GLQBIGEINA RUGOSA Pl"WilIIler 
Pl. 19, fig. 1 a, b, c, d 
(Plesiotype- univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 91) 
· Globi~erina rugosa Plummer, 1926, univ. of Texas Bull. 2644, 
P• 8, 39, and 172, pl. 2, fig. 10. 
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Te·st rotaliaform, two and one-half convolutions visible 
dorsally, the inner whorls forming an elevated spire, one whorl 
visible ventrally, depressed toward the umbilicus, periphery 
rounded, lobulated; chambers inflated, 4 in the last whorl; su-
tures straieilt, depressed; wall rugose; aperture rather large, 
extending from the margin of the final chamber to the umbilicus, 
with a loosely attached umbilical protective cover i ng. 
Diameter about 0.45 mm. 
Tb.is species, so far as now known, is confined to the 
Webberville, where it is moderately common. 
Locality: 'l.'ravis County, onion Creek, near nel Valle, 50 
~eet above the water's edge. 
Family GI,OBOROl1ALIIDAE 
Genus GLOBOl1RUNCANA Cushman, 1927 
GLOBOTRUNCANA ARCA (Cushman) 
Pl. 19, fig. 2 a, b, c 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Ge ol. Coll. 92) 
Pul.vinulina area Cushman, 1926, Contrib. Cushman Lab, Foram. 
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Res,, vo1.-rr; part I, p. 23, pl. 3 figs. 1 2- c. 
Globotrwicana area Cushman, 1927, Contrib. Cushman Lab, Foram. 
Res., pl. 197llg. 11. 
Test wiequally biconvex, doubly keeled; all chambers visi-
ble on the dorsal side, close coiled in the early portion, 5 to 
6 gradually enlarging chambers of the last formed whorl visible 
on the ventral side, large, deep umbilical depression; sutures 
depressed and curved slightly on the ventral side, raised and 
decidedly curved dorsally, having a bead-like ornamentation; 
wall smooth; aperture opening into the umbilical depression. 
Diameter about 0 .50 irr~. on the average. 
This species occurs throughout the Gulf Series but it is 
most abwidant in the Taylor and the Webberville 1 It is found 
very sparingly in the Del Rio. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del 'Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
GLQBOl'RUNCANA .liRC.i Cushman var. CONl1USA Cushman 
Pl. 19, fig. 3 a, b. 
(Pleaiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 93) 
Pulvinulina area Cushman var. contusa Cushman, 1926, Contrib. 
cushirian L8'6':"'"1ioram. Res., Vol. II, Part I, p. 23. 
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Teat rotaliaform, plane or slightly concave ventrally and 
quite convex dorsally, periphery narrow, truncate, with a double 
keel; chambers numerous, very slightly inflated, all visible on 
the upper side, only those of the last formed whorl visible on 
the lower side; sutures depressed, ornamented with small, bead-
like prominences; aperture opening into the umbilical depression 
on the ventral faoe. 
Diameter about 0.75 mm.; thickness 0.65-0.75 mm. 
1he variety differs from the type in its greater size and 
pyramidal form as well as the concave appearance of the chambers 
on the dorsal side. 
Tb.is foraminifer is moderately common in the Webberville 
and sparingly common in the Taylor. 
Locality: rravis County, onion creek, near Del Valle, 25 
. 
feet above the water's edge. 
GLQBO~UNCANA PLAIWCONVEXA n. sp. 
Pl. 19, fig. 4 a, b, o 
(Holotype- Ub.iv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 94) 
Test thick, trochoid, dorsal side flat to slightly concave, 
ventral side quite convex, periphery with a double keel; chambers 
in two and one-half convolutions, 5 to 6 in the last formed 
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whorl surroUn.ding a depressed umbilical area; sutures distinct, 
depressed, ourved slightly on the dorsal side, marked by a 
series of bead-like prominences, straight and radial on tb.e 
ventral aide; wall roughened by numerous, low, Spinosa processes 
distributed uniformly over the surface, peripheral margins with 
small bead-like ornamentation; aperture ventral, long, narrow, 
opening into the umbilical area. 
Diameter about 0.50 mm.; thickness about 0.30 mm. 
~ planoconvexa very closely resembles J?ulvinulina velasco-
ensia Cushman. lbe latter, however, has seven chambers in tb.e 
final whorl and in peripheral view is triangular in shape while 
2.!. planoconvexa is not. 
Locality: Travis County, onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
GLOBOIBUHCAN.A l1L\.RGINAI'.A ( d' Orbigny) 
Pl. 19, fig. a, b, c 
(Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 95) 
Globigerina marginata, 1910, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., Part 
tv, pi. 9, figs. 1- 3. 
Globigerina marginata Applin, Ellisor, and .Knikcr, 1925, .Amer. 
ISsoc. Pet. Geo!., Vol. IX, No. 1, p. 98, pl. 3, fig. 7. 
Test trochoid, biconvex, ventral side much less convex 
than the dorsal, periphery with a ~ouble keel; chambers slight-
ly inflated, one and one-half convolutions visible on the dor-
.. 
sal side, 5 chambers in the last whorl; sutures depressed, de-
cidedly curved on the dorsal side, very sligtitly curved on the 
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ventral side; wall rugose. peripheral margins and sutural lines 
ornamented by small bead-like prominences; aperture large. 
ventral, opening into the large, deep umbilical area. 
Diameter 0.50- 0.60 mm. 
?his species is found sparingly in the Webberville. It 
has not been reported from any other Cretaceous formation in 
T'exaa. 
Locality: Rays County, on the road frcm Niederwald to 
Lookb.art- Sta. 1. 
GLOBOTRUNCANA CANICULATA (Reuss) 
Pl. 20, fig. 2, b, c 
(Plesiotype- 'Ob.iv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 96} 
Sosalina caniculata Reuss, 1854, Denkschr • .Akad. ~iss. Wien. 
voi. VII, Part 1, p. 70, pl. 26, fig. 4. 
Globigerina caniculata Egger, 1889, Abhandl. kon. bay • .Akad. 
Wiss. Munchen, c1. II, Vol. XXI, Part I, P• 172, pl. 21, 
figs. 15- 17, 24- 26. 
Test trochoid, plane both dorsally and ventrally, the 
sides parallel, periphery truncate, bicarinate; chambers in 
two convolutions visible on the dorsal side, slightly inflated, 
5 in the last formed coil; sutures depressea, curved dorsally, 
straight ventrally; wall slightly spinose in young specimens, 
peripheral margins ornamented with bead-like prominences; aper-
ture ventral, large, opening into the deep umbilical area. 
Diameter about 0.50 mm. 
This species is a typical Webberville form. It also oo-
ours in the Pe can Gap Chalk. 
Looali ty: Hays ColID. ty, on the road fr om Niederwald to 
Lockhart- Basal Webberville. 
Family .ANOMALINIDAE 
Genus .:lNOMALUJ.A d' Qrbigny, 1926 
.ANOMALINA GROSSERUGOSA (Gumbel} 
Pl. 20, fig. 2 a, b 
CPlesioty:pe- univ. of rexas Geol. Coll. 97) 
Truncatulina ~rosseru.gosa Gumbel, 1868, Abhandl. k. Alrad., 
Wiss., Cl. I, Vol. x, P• 660, pl. 2, figs. 104 a, b. 
'.l'runcatulina Xhosserugosa Hantken, 1875, I.!ittheil. Jahrb. k. 
ung. geol • .J: sta!t, Vol. IX, p. 74, pl. 9, fig. 6 a, b. 
1'runcatulina ~ranosa Id., Ibid., 
P• 74, pl.O, figs. 2 a, b, and c. 
Anomalina grosseru.gosa Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 673, pl. 
94 • f lg s • 4 ' 5 • 
Anoma.lina grosserugosa Gumbel, 1889, Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., P• 
487, pl. 11, fig. 34. 
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rest subnautiloid, ventral side convex, dorsal s ide flat 
to Slightly concave; periphery rounded, sutural constrictions 
most apparent in the later portion of the outer coil; chambers 
numerous, th.a last one slightly J.a.rger than the others, all 
visible from the ventral side where two to three whorls are ex-
posed, only those of the la.st formed whorl visible on the dorsal 
side; sutures straight dorsally, arising from the slightly de-
pressed area in the center of the test; sutures curved ventral-
ly; wall conspicuously punctate; aperture at the base of the 
final chamber, Slightly ventral; often gray in color. 
Diameter about 0.80 mm. 
While this foraminifer occurs in both the raylor and the 
Webberville formations, it is most abundant in the latter. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 
0 feet above the water's edge • 
.ANOMALINA PSEUDOPAPILLOSA Carsey 
Pl. 20, fig. 3 a, b 
(PlesiotY,Pe- univ. of Texas Gaol. Coll. 98) 
Anomalina Eseudolapillosa Carsey, 1926, Uhiv. of Texas Bull. 
2612, p. 47, p • !, £igs. 6 a, b. . 
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rest ooiled, unequally biconvex, one and one-half to two 
convolutions visible dorsally, not completely involute ventral-
17, periphery acutely rounded; chambers numerous, 12 to 13 in 
tne last whorl, small; sutures raised, slightly curved, coarser 
on the inferior surface where they terminate before reaching the 
center leaving small portions of preceding sutures and giving to 
it a papillose appearance; wall finely perforate; aperture 
dorsal. at the base of the final chamber. 
Diameter about 0.45 mm. 
'.Ihis species is common in the upper Webberville. 
Locality: Travis County, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 15 
feet above the water•s edge. 
ANOMALINA NAVARROENSIS Plummer 
Pl. 20, fig. a, b, c 
(P1esiotY,Pe- Uhiv. of Texas Geol. Coll. 99} 
Anomalina navarroens'is Plwnmer, 1926, Univ. of Texas Bull. 
2644, p. 172, pl. 2, figs. 6 a, b, and o. 
rest unequally biconvex, Slightly flattened, completely in-
Tolute, periphery narrowly rounded; chambers numerous, narrow; 
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sutures slightly raised in tb.e earlier portion, coarser near 
the umbilicus, depressed in the later portion, curved, lim• 
bations forming bead-like prominences about the umbilicus; wall 
pun.ctate; aperture dorsal, a Slit at the base of the final. 
chamber. 
Diameter 0.30 mm. 
Th.is form is characteristic of the upper Webberville. 
Locality: rravis ColUlty, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 50 
feet above the water's edge. 
ANOMALINA .ALil·,!ONOIDES Reuss 
Pl. , fig. 
{Plesiotype- Univ. of Texas Geol. Coll. 100) 
Rosalina ammonoides Reuss, 1845, Verstein, bohm • .Kreid .• , Fa.rt 
l, P• 36, pl. 13, fig. 66; pl. 8, fig. 53. 
Rosalina ammonoides Id., 1850, Haidinger's Naturw. Abhandl., 
vo1. IV, p. 36, pl. 4, fig. 2. 
Nonionina bathyom~hala Id., 1862, Sitz. k • . Akad. ';7iss. \'T ien, 
Vol. xcv!. p. 9 pl. 13, fig. 1 a, b. 
Rosalina maorica Staohe, 1864, :novara-Exped. geo·1. rheil, Vol. 
!, p~ 282, pl. 24, fig. 32. 
Rosalina orbiculus Id., Ibid., 
p. 285, pl. 24, fig. 34. 
Planorbulina amrnonoides Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. rrans., 
vo1. CLV, p. 379. 
Discorbina ammonoides Reuss, 1865, Sitz. k. Akad. ~iss. Wien, 
vo1. LIII, p. 456, No. 5. 
Rotalia ca,itata Gumbel, 1868, .Abhandl. k. bay. Ak:ad. Wiss., 
c!. II, o1. x, p. 653, pl. 2, fig. 92. 
Rotalia ammonoides Id., 1870, Sitz. k. bay. Ak:ad, ITisi., p. 283. 
Arioma1ina ammonoides Brady, 1884, Challenger, p. 672, pl. 94, 
figs. 2, 3 • 
.Anomalina ammonoides Brady, Parker, and Jones, 1888, rrans. 
Zoo!. Soc., Vol. XII, P• 228, pl. 45, f ig. 19. 
Anomalina ammonoides Flint, 1899, .Ann. Rpt. u. s. Nat. I.rus., 
for 1897, p. 335, pl. 78, fig. 4. 
Test compressed, periphery rounded, Slightly lobulated in 
the later portion, ventral side convex, dorsal side Slightly 
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convex to flattened; chambers numerous, narrow, slightly curved, 
l3 to 15 in the last whorl; sutures of clear shell material, 
thickened, curved, slightly raised, limbate, limbations uniting 
to form a spiral on the ventral side and a solid, slightly raised 
boss of clear shell material on the dorsal ·side; wall rather 
coarsely perforate; aperture a narrow, arched slit at the base of 
the last chamber, extending on the ventral side toward the um-
bilicus. 
Diameter up to 0.40 mm. 
This species occurs in no other Cretaceous format ion in 
~exas so far as is now known. 
Locality: Travis Collll.ty, Onion Creek, near Del Valle, 40 
feet above the water's edge. 
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Figure l. Reophax texana Cushman and waters 
Figure 2. .Ammodiscus incertus ( d 1 Qrbigny) 
Figure 3. Haplophragmoides excavata Cushman and watera 
a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
Figure 4. Textularia semicomplanata Carsey 
Figure 5. Gaudryina bulleta q~sey 
PLArE I 
PLATE II . 
PLATE II 
Figure 1. G uadryina pup 0 ides d I orb ign;y 
Figure 2. Gaudryina rugosa d'Qrbign;y 
Figure 3. Clavulina triquetra Reuss 
Figure 4. Quinque loculina seminulum { Linnaus) 
Figure 5. :rrochammina diagonis (Carsey) 
PLJ.I'E II 
4 a. 




Figure 1. Trochammina texa:na Cush.man and waters 
a, dorsal view; b, ventral view; e, 
peripheral view. 
Figure 2. Lentic~tina rotulata (Lamarck) 
Figure 3. ·Lenticulina gibba ( d' Orbigny) 
.. 
Figure 4. Cristellaria scitula Berthelin 
Figure 5. Cristellaria navarroensis Plwnmer 





.Figure 1. ·Haplophragmoides compla.nata n • . $P• 
a, dorsal view; b, ventral view 
Figure 2. Haplophragmoides convoluta n. sp. 
Figure 3. Cristellaria te:x:ana n. sp. 
a, side view; b, edge view 
Figure 4. Cristellaria crepiclula Fichtel and Moll 
Figure 5. Cristellaria subcarinata n. sp. 







Figure l. Marginulina costata (Batsch) 





M3.rginulina regularis d'Orbign7 
Nodoearis granti Plwnmer 
Nodosaria s;pinescens (Reussf 








Figure 1. NodoBaria mucronata (Neugeboren) 
Figure 2. Nodosaria affinis atOrbigny 
Figure 3. Nodosaria poluligera (Stache) 
Figure 4. Nodosaria radicula (Linnaeus) 





Figure l. Nodosaria filiformis d'Orbigny 
Figure 2. Nodosaria ccmmunis d'Orbigny 
Figure 3. Nodosaria pyrula d'Orbigny var. ~emirugosa 
d'Orbigny 
Figure 4. Nodosaria spinulosa (Montagu} 






Figure l. M.a.r~inulina whitneli n. sp. 
Figure 2. Nodosaria vertebralis (Batsch) var. 
webbervillensis n. var. 
Figure 3. Nodosaria paunistriata n. sp. 
Figure 4" Nodosaria elon~aloculata n. sp. 
















Glandulina laevigata a•Orbigny 
Robulus cultratus Montfort 
Robulus ren1formis (d'Orbigny) 
Vaginulina webbervillensis Carsey 





Figure l. Nodosaria subverruculosa n. s;p. 
Figure 2. Hodosaria ra;phanus (Linne) var. fragilis 
n. var. 
Figure 3. Va~inulina c~leri n. S;p • 
Figure 4. va~inulina ornata n. sp. 







Figure 1. Frondicularia oldhami Plummar 
Figure 2. Frondicularia archiaciana d'Orbigny var. 
strigillata Bagg 
Figure 3. Frondicularia reticulata (Reuss} 
Figure 4. Frondicularia alata d'Qrbigny 




Figure 1. Lagana incidenta Carsey 
Figure 2. La.gena hispida Reuss 
Figure 3. Guttulina ccrnmunis d 'Orbigny 
Figure 4. Guttulina problema d' Orbigny 








Figure 1. V~inulina brevis n. Sp• 
Figure 2. l?lanularia multistriata n. Sp• 
Figure '3. Lagana mucronata Terquem and Berthelin 
Figure 4. Lagana brevispina n. sp. 
Figure 5. Gl!:oidina soldanii ( d' Orb igny) var. 
webbervillensis a, dorsal view; 






Figure 1. Globulins laotea (Walker and Jacob) 
Figure 2. : Globulina lact,a (Walker and Jacob) 
fistulose form. 
Figure 3. Ramulina sp. 
Figure 4. Nonion turgida (Williamson) 
a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
Figure 5. Honion sca;pba Fichtel and Moll 







Figure 1. Guembelina globulosa (Ehrenberg) 
Figure 2. Guembelina excolata CUshman 
Figure 3. Pseudotextularia fracticosa (Egger} 
Figure 4. Pseudotextularia com;pressa n. s:p. 
a, front view; b, ed~e view. 
Figure 5. Pseud0;textularia inflata n. s:p. 






Figure l. Pseudote:x:tularia costata n. sp. 
a, front view; b, edge view. 
Figure 2. Pseudotextularia compacta n. sp. 




pseudouvigerina cristata (Marsson) 
d • t 
Bulimina pupoides d'Orbigny 







Bolivina gemma Cushman 
·J 
..4. ... 
a, front view; b, side view. 
Bolivina tegulata Reuss 
Bolivina incrassata Reuss 
a, front view; b, ·side view. 
Figure 4. Lo:x:ostomum plai ta (Carsey) 
a, front view; b, side view. 
Figure 5. Discorbis corrects. Carsey 
a, dorsal view; b, ventral view. 
PLA 1'E XVII 
PLAI'E XVIII 
PLATE XVIII 
Figure l. Rotalia cretacea Carsey 
a, ventral view; b, dorsal view• 
1 4 ; 
Figure 2. Rotalia aequilateralis Plummer 
' 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view; 
c, ventral view. 
Figure 3. Epistomina partschiana (d'Orbigny) 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view; 
c, ventral view. • (. 
Figure· 4. Pullenia quinqueloba ('Reuss) 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view. 
Figure 5. Globigerina cretacea d'Orbigny 







Flgure 1. Globigerina rugosa Plummer 
Figure 2, 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view; 
o, d, ventral views. 
1 
·4-l .... 
Globotruneana ~ (Cushman) 
a, dorsa.l , view; b, peripheral view; 
c, ventral view, 
Figure 3, Globotrunoana area (Cushman) var. 
contusa Cushman 
a, peripheral view; b, ventral view. 
Figure 4. Globotruncana planoconvexa n. sp. 
8, dorsal View; b, peripheral View; 
c, ventral view • . 
Figure 5. Globotruncana marginata (d 1 0rbignyf 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view; 






7igure 1. Globotrll.nca~a caniculata (Reuss) 
a, dorsal view; b, periph~ral view; 
c, ventral view, . A · 
Figure 2. Anomalina grosserugosa (Giimbell 
a, dorsal view; b, ventral view. 
Figure 3. Anomalina pseudopapilfosa Carsey 
a, dorsal view; b, ventral view. 
tlfigure 4-. Anome.lina na var.roans is Plummer 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view; 
c, ventral view. 
Figure 5. Anomalina ammonoides Reuss 
a, dorsal view; b, peripheral view• 
c, ventral view. 
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